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ABSTRACT 

This thesis derives and explores two solutions to the field equations of general rela

tivity. These solutions are special cases of solutions already present in the literature. 

However, the present derivation is based on physical cirguments which provides a basis 

for discussing the solutions as cosmological objects, rather thsin simply as a class of 

solutions with certain symmetries. This derivation natursJly gives rise to the idea that 

the space-times indicated are generated by the passage of walls composed of gases of 

transcendant tachyons. After deriving the solutions, we explore the geodesies that 

these Wcdls generate. In general, they tend to focus the paths of particles moving 

through the walls. It is also found that the walls generate blue-shifts in observed 

photons emitted from sources that pass through the Weills. As applications of these 

solutions, numerical simulations demonstrate that a toy galaxy petssing through the 

second type of tachyon wall develops spiral structures which persist for several rota

tions of the g£daxy, dissolve, and then reform throughout the lifetime of the galaxy. 

A number of open problems associated with these walls are discussed. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The first papers to formally introduce the notion of particles which could travel faster 

than the speed of light seem to have been written at the end of the nineteenth century 

by J. J. Thompson [68], O. Heaviside [24], [25], and A. Sommerfield [62], [63]. Shortly 

eifter these papers, Einstein introduced the special theory of relativity. Within this 

new framework, physics could not allow the possibiUty of superluminal particles, since 

such tachyonic materials would achieve infinite mass and energy upon accelerating 

to the speed of light^. Less than fifteen years later, Einstein introduced the general 

theory of relativity which includes space-like geodesic motion. Such geodesies would 

describe the paths of superluminal particles, although conceptual difficulties with 

superluminal motion remains until today. 

Even after generad relativity was introduced, it was almost fifty years before the 

next published paper which dealt with superluminal motion. This work by Bilziniuk, 

Deshpande and Sudarshan [4] ushered in a twenty year period of renewed interest in 

the subject of tachyons. Mciny of the papers of this period were devoted to working 

tachyons into special relativity. Few of them explored the role of tachyons in gener

ating gravitation. The present work is a discussion of a type of tachyonic wall which 

generates some observable gravitational effects. It is expected that a detailed study, 

such as that begun here, of these effects will lead to tests that could explcdn a few 

of the present day obstacles in astrophysics such as the flat rotation curves of galax

ies, superlumin2dly expanding radio sources, and the stability of spiral structures in 

galaxies. 

The present work has several goals. The first goal is to derive two solutions to 

^For an excellent discussion of this, see Isaac Asimov's editorial comment in [1]. 
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the field equations of general relativity. These solutions are special cases of solutions 

which have been derived in the literature in [30], [5], [16], [32], [51], and [66]. However, 

the authors of these works have derived these algebraically special solutions from the 

basis of symmetries rather than from a physical basis, as is carried out here. The 

special cases of these solutions which are presented here are derived as a modification 

of a the cosmic string solution, along with the physical motivation of treating the 

space-time as being generated through an infinite wall of material that is filled with 

tramscendent tachyons. This derivation provides a natural way for interpreting the 

metrics derived as the gravitational effects due to the passage of walls composed of 

gases of trcinscendant teichyons, rather than as a cleiss of solutions with interesting 

symmetries. This interpretation motivates the study of the geodesies of such space-

times in order to determine what, if any, cosmological effects the waJls would exhibit. 

The second goal of this work is explore these solutions. Although the literature 

has derivations of this class of solutions, the lack of physical interpretation in these 

works (listed above) provides no motivation for studying the effects of these solutions 

on ordinary matter and photons. Thus, after deriving the solutions, the literature 

makes no attempt to describe observable effects of make predictions. In the present 

work, it is shown that these tachyon walls generate gravitational effects on only the 

portion of the universe which is inside the wall. However, tachyons are assumed in 

this work to interact with normal bradyonic materials through no forces other than 

gravitation, so that ordinary particles are free to pass through the wall cind experience 

these effects. The geodesies that the walls generate for photons and particles will be 

discussed. As will be shown, the geodesies for these spcice-times are complete. Thus 

there oure no singularities in the space-time at which infinite curvature or tided forces 

would rip extended material objects apart. This is in spite of appeirent singularities in 

the metric components. Since the geodesies are difiicult to understcind algebraically, 

approximations to the geodesies for weak (referred to here as Newtonism) walls are 

also derived ctnd used in determining the qualitative behavior of such paths. Us
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ing these approximations, the observed redshifts that such walls introduce are also 

studied. It is found that both types of t£tchyon walls lead to a focusing of particle 

geodesies. Furthermore, it is seen that regardless of the orientations of the source 

and the observer, radiation passing through such walls will appear shifted toward the 

blue end of the spectrum. 

The present work also discusses two applications of these walls to astronomy. The 

approximations are used to generate a numerical simulation of how a simple model of 

a galaxy would behave after passing through one of the two types of teichyon walls. 

The results show that the momentum boosts of a tachyon wall are sufficient to lead 

to the creation of trajisient spired structures in gcdaxies which are initially circularly 

symmetric. Although these spired arms pass through many cycles of dissipation and 

regeneration, during each cycle the spiral arms survive for several rotations of the 

original galaxy. Current galactic models require elaborate iV-body simulations in or

der to generate spiral structures. These edgorithms are costly (order N log N) and the 

spiral structures are unstable and transient at best. The present model of an initially 

circular distribution of stars in rotation eu'ound a central core which encounters a 

tachyon wall generates spiral structures with a much less costly procedure. In future, 

a combination of the two methods may yield more stable spiral structures. 

The other application of these walls is to superluminal radio sources. These ob

jects are discussed in several issues of Nature (see [22], [48], [45], [11] and [58]) and 

have been extensively studied. The idea is that the data concerning the size measure

ments of several quasars and QSOs (quasi-stellcir objects) show that the objects are 

expanding in size faster than the speed of light. These superluminal expansions pose 

difficulties for current theories. As reviewed in section 12.3 of [52], some responses 

which avoid tcichyons have been made. These seem to require a set of circumstances 

which is statistically at odds with current cosmologies. However, if one compares 

the idea of an object which is expanding in size at superlTuninal rates to the case 

n tachyon walls presented, one will see that these walls are objects which expauid 
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(&om non-existence) at near infinite speeds, rapidly deccelerate and then split into 

two vraUs moving in opposite directions. Reference [58] presents a simple model for 

superlomincd radio sources without using tachyons. However, they comment that 

the identification of any superlnminal radio sources which are extended double ob

jects would invalidate their model. This situation would lend credence to the current 

model. 

The solutions discussed here represent waUs which have infinite extent in two 

spaticd directions, so that the walls have infinite energy. One would like to have a so

lution to the field equations representing a wall with finite extent in these directions, 

or at least a finite lifetime. This has not proved possible yet, but one consideration 

of such "truncated walls" is the possibility that in limiting the extent of the walls, 

the lack of symmetry introduced will generate gravitationad radiation. The linear 

approximation to general relativity Ccin be used to evaluate gravitational radiation. 

For the tachyon walls derived in this work, the linear theory seems to indicate that 

the walls project graviational radiation (ripples in space-time) into the region of space 

which the moving wall previously occupied. However, the freedom to change coordi

nates cind introduce a different gauge into the problem allow one to find appropriate 

coordinates in which the gravitational rcidiation is seen to carry zero energy and mo

mentum. Since space-time is known to be flat cifter the walls have passed through, it 

is important to identify these gauge transformations. Once an appropriate gauge is 

identified, this gauge could be used to analyze the truncated wails more efficiently. 

Chapter 2 provides cin overview of the relevant literature concerning tcurhyons. 

Much of the literature is not treated here, since it has little, if ciny, bearing on the 

information presented here. For a more extensive review of the literature, see [52]. 

The tachyon wall solutions are derived and interpreted in chapter 3. Null eind time

like geodesies for both classes of tachyon wall are derived and interpreted in chapter 

4. The redshifts of photons are discussed in this chapter, based on approximations to 

the geodesies for thin waUs. AJso included in this chapter are the results of nimierical 
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solutions of the interaction of a toy gala:^ with the case 11 tachyon walls. In chapter 5, 

the idea that case II tachyon walls could generate gravitational radiation is discussed. 

Although it is found that these walls do not generate radiation that carries energy 

or momentum, the waUs in this work possess infinite energy and exist for all time. If 

such walls are truncated, the breaking of the symmetry in the solutions may generated 

radiation. By investigating the non-truncated waUs, it is hoped that appropriate 

gauges for studying the truncated walls can be found. Finally, chapter 6 discusses 

several open problems associated with these walls. 

Also included in the present work are four appendices. Appendix A defines the 

notational conventions that aire utilized here. Since many works concerning relativis-

tic calculations use different signatures for the space-time metric as well as other 

conventions, it is useful to consult this appendix. Appendix B provides the reader 

with a brief overview of the subject of general relativity and appendix C discusses 

the derivation of one of the most successful results of relativity, the Schwarzschild 

solution. This solution has been used to derive many of the observational tests of 

general relativity. Finally, appendix D covers an explanation of the faults with Schul-

man's paper of 1971 [59]. Since this solution is the only other example of tachyonic 

objects which do not fill the entire universe, it seems natural to address it. However, 

it will be seen that the solution presented is unphysical. This leaves the tachyon WeiUs 

presented in this thesis as the only meicroscopic aggregate of tachyons that is known 

to exist. 
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Chapter 2 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 

A tachyon is a member of a class of pcirticles which travel at superluminal (ie. faster 

than light) velocities. The first detailed discussion of this class of particles occurs in 

a paper by Sommerfeld [62]. Note that this paper is prior to the introduction of even 

the special theory of relativity. It appears that the Lavariance and impassability of 

the light speed barrier that Einstein introduced^ put a stop to the idea of tachyons 

until a paper in 1962 by Bilaniuk, Deshpande and Sudarshan [4]. 

They define a cl<iss of particles called tachyons (from the Greek word raxixr 

mecining fsist) as a class of particles which have a momentum greater thcin their 

energy. The energy-momentum relation (sometimes referred to as the dispersion 

relation) from specicd relativity 

— p^<? = rrioc'* (2-1) 

(which is discussed in [60]) is the basis for all of their calculations. If one considers 

(2.1) as defining a four-dimensional hypersurface in terms of the three space momenta 

(Pi>P2»P3) and the energy, E, once the rest mass, mo, of the particle is defined, 

then this equation defines ein hypersurface whose three dimensional representations 

are hyperboloids with three potenticil shapes, shown in figure 2.1, which correspond 

to three classes of particles. For a real rest mass, mo 7^ 0, (2.1) defines a two-

sheeted hjrperboloid. Particles having an energy which falls on one sheet of the 

surface cajinot cross over onto the other sheet. This is a simple way of envisioning 

particle-antiparticle duality. Particles fitting this description are ordinary particles, 

eind travel slower thzin the speed of light. Hence, they are refered to as bradyons from 

the Greek word for slow. Note that proper Lorentz transformations can result in the 

^See Einstein's explanations and clarifications in [15]. 
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momentam of the particle becoming zero, but the real rest mass forces the energy to 

remain nonzero. Luxons, which are light like (an example is the photon,) have zero 

rest-mass, so (2.1) describes a double cone. Proper Lorentz transformations can then 

take positive energy luxons with a particular momentum into negative energy luxons 

with the direction of motion reversed. For details, see [4]. 

The situation for tachyons is very different. Since |^| < |j7| the rest-mctss of a 

tachyon shotdd be imaginary according to this relationship. This means that the 

energy-momentum hyperboloid is a single-sheeted hyperboloid, allowing tachyons to 

freely chcinge between positive and negative energies through proper Lorentz treins-

formations. This allows one to define a reinterpretation principle (as reviewed in [52]) 

which can resolve all of the standard causal paradoxes cissodated with tachyons. The 

paper by Bilaniuk, et ed. was followed in 1967 by Feinberg's discussion [17] on the 

possibility of the existence of these particles. Therein, he deals with the interactions 

of tachyons and bradyons and addresses some of the objections to tachyons that are 

given below. He also discusses some very hypothetical possibilities for producing 

tachyons through various particle interactions. 

E E E 

Bra^n Photon Tachyon 

FIGURE 2.1. Illustration of the three energy-momentum hyperboloids. In each case, 
the fourth coordinate, is suppressed. 
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Note that (2.1) defines a situation for tachyons in which the thiee-momentum of a 

tachyon can never reach zero. Thus tachyons do not have a "rest frame." However, one 

can define a sub-class of tachyons which will serve the same purpose that bradyons 

at rest serve. Rather than allowing the definition of an at rest reference frame, 

however, it allows us to define a reference frame for a transcendent tacbyon in which 

the psuticle has zero energy and its momentum is equal to its mass, defined from a 

re-interpretation of expression (2.1) for tachyons due to the extended relativity (see 

[52]) of Recami {E^ —p^<? = —mgc*) as 

m„ = (p^ - (2.2) 

in geometerized units where G = c = 1. 

2.1 Tachyons as Single Particles 

A large portion of the work regzirding tachyons has dealt with single tcichyon particles 

in the theory of special relativity. The reinterpretation principle (e.g. [34] «ind [6]) 

and the generalized Lorentz treinsfonnations (see [33], [35], [28], [8], and [38] for 

the derivation cind discussion of these trcinsformations, see [37], [29], [36], and [56] 

for discussions of the validity and usefulness of these trajisformations) which allow 

super- and sub-luminal particles to be treated equally, fall into this category. The 

question of the shape of a t2u:hyon as viewed by a bradyon has been considered in [2]. 

Reference [54] deals with single tachyons and their interaction through gravitation. 

However, this is only dealt with through the force law 

Mn . dx" dufi 

where the gravitaitonal force is generated through and ignores the effect of the 

tachyons themselves in generating space-time curvature, which requires the applica

tion of general relativity. 
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Peres [47] deals with the gravitational fields generated by single tachyons. He 

starts with the idea of a point mass giving rise to a Schwarzschild metric (see appendix 

C) and then allows the source of the field (the point mass at r = 0) to move at infinite 

speeds along the z axis. The line element derived can be written in the form 

ds^ = — ^1 ̂  ^ (?{do? + sinh^ ad$^) (2.4) 
V P J IT 

where the mass of the teichyon is taken as m = ±t/i with ii real. Note the similarity 

to the Schwarzschild line element as reported in appendix C. The singulcirities here 

occur in spcice-like components of the metric lecids Peres to his conclusion about the 

non-locality of tachyons. The non-locality is due to the appearance of tachyons from 

a subluminal reference frame. Prom a bradyon viewpoint, a spherical object traveling 

at superluminal speeds would appear to fill the region between a hyperboloid of two 

sheets and a double-infinite cone, with the axis of symmetry along the direction of 

motion. The details of these calculations can be found in section 8 of [52]. More will 

be seiid concerning these "tachyon stars" in the next section and in appendix D. 

Srivastava [64] considered the possibility that tachyons, which travel along space

like world lines, could be emitted by Schwarzschild blcu:k holes and concludes with 

predictions on the energy cind momentum of t<ichyons that could be produced based 

on treatment of the reflected and transmitted portion of a wave of tachyons hitting 

the Schweirzschild surface at r = 2M, starting from r < 2M. Davidson and Owen [13] 

euid Giegenberg and Kunstatter [19] consider the possibility that chcirged elementary 

particles travel along spcice-like geodesies in the five-dimensional projective space-time 

of Kaluza-Klein. As such, they would be tachyonic in nature. To this end, Davidson 

[12] considers the compactification of a tachyon metric similar to (2.4) written in the 

five-dimensional formcilism of Kaluza-Klein geometry. This paper by Davidson also 

includes a brief discussion of the gravitational field due to a tachyon with internal 

structure, including spin and other properties. 

There are also a number of papers which attempt, in various ways, to derive the 
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quantum mechanical properties of tachyons (ie. spin, etc.) At this point, the author 

has not investigated this body of literature. Indeed, many of the quantum mechanical 

properties of tachyons can not be discussed in any but the most theoretical terms, 

since tachyons would exist as a clctss of particles, and one can envision tachyonic 

versions of the electron, neutrino, quarks and so forth. 

2.2 Extended Tachyon Objects 

In the universe at large, the existence or non-existence of a single tachyon is unlikely 

to play a big role. For this reason, one should concentrate more on the concept of 

macroscopic aggregates of tachyonic material. This topic requires two refinements 

over most of the previous treatments of such particles. One must utilize the general 

theory of relativity and the field equations thereof (2.12). A natural starting point 

for generating such solutions is to modify the solution which represents the metric 

generated by a spherically symmetric fluid. By necessity, this will involve describing 

the stress-energy tensor for a tachyonic material. It will be seen that tachyons, lacking 

a rest firajne, Ccinnot possess spherical symmetry cis a perfect fluid form (see appendix 

D.) The next step is to generate a space-time in which the source of the gravitation 

is a dust of tachyon material. In general relativity, a dust is defined as a distribution 

of non-interacting material which possesses only a density, rather than a density and 

pressure terms for the momentum flux of the material. These solutions are simple 

enough to be found in closed form, although the physical significance of such solutions 

is lacking in the literature. 

2.2.1 Tachyon Stars 

It is also necessary to describe these aggregates realisitically through the energy-

momentum stress tensor, The first attempt at this is apparently a 1971 paper by 

Schulman [59] in which an energy-momentum tensor is derived and the field equations 
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are solved to find a solution that is qualitatively identical to that reported by Peres 

(2.4) above edthough the possibility of m = —ifi is ignored so that the line element is 

simply 

ds"^ = (1 - 2mlR)-^dR^ - (1 - 2mlR)dz'^ - + sinh^ ̂  V) (2-5) 

This represents an extended "star" made of tachyonic material. Similar to the 

Schwarzschild solution, this "tachyon-Schweirzschild solution" has singularities. Here, 

though, the singularities fail on a space-like hyperboloid of one sheet rather than on 

a space-like surface with spherical symmetry. Schulman then goes on to derive an 

"interior" solution and match the boundairy conditions, but it will be shown in ap

pendix D that this interior solution only exists for negative pressures, which should 

be considered unphysical. The line element reads 

£uid on the singular surface R = Rq this solution is matched with (2.5) so that po and 

m Ccin be related and the constants A and E determined. 

Davidson [12] extends his earlier work on Kaluza-Klein geometries by considering 

compeictification of the five dimensions into the four dimensions we observe. The 

solution derived is a variant of the tachyon-Schwarzschild solution discussed by Peres 

£tnd Schulman and has the form 

ds^ = (1 -H SirpoR^/Z) ^dR^ — [>l H- ^(1 -H 8'jrpoR^/Z)^^^^dz^ 

—R\dp^ + siah^ P^d(p^) (2.6) 

in five dimensions, where = d^^-hsin^ 9d(f^. The isotropic form in four dimensions 

is 

(2.8) 
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where ^ = —1^ + a:^ + eind the solution is clearly confonnally flat and Lorentz 

invariant since it is basically the Minkowski metric multiplied by a conformal factor. 

Davidson does not attempt to derive cin interior solution, although he does derive 

modifications to the exterior solution that are analagous to the Kruskal-Szekeres 

extension of the Schwarzschild solution. Further, he solves the Klein-Gordon equa

tion for this solution and discovers a simple, massless scalar field which governs his 

isotropic solution. He reports a Kaluza-Klein type Kerr solution for rotating, charged 

tachyons but comments that the solution is inelegcint and provides little insight. 

2.2.2 Tachyon Dust Metrics 

It is not surprising that these attempts at extended tachyonic objects have met with 

linuted success in describing the energy-momentum tensor in a physiceJly meaningful 

way. Given that treinscendent tachyons eire non-loccdizable, one could not realistically 

expect them to agglomerate and form anything similar to a spherically symmetric ob

ject. Rather than approach the problem from this direction, it seems reasonable to 

attempt to find "perfect tachyonic fluid" solutions (in which the individued fluid parti

cles are non-localized) to the field equations. A start to this is roughly provided by [30] 

which includes a vast classification of known exact solutions to the field equations and 

in chapter 5 mentions parenthetically a class of solutions to the field equations which 

represent tachyonic fluids. However, there are no references given on the derivation 

or physiccd interpretation of these results. Further [18] and others^ derive a tachyon 

dust metric based on consideration of the group of local rotation symmetries and 

show a solution which exists only for dust (ie. fluid with zero pressure) which has 

space-like four-velocity. The result is a metric of the form (note that the signature is 

the reverse of that typically used in this paper and that the index 4 is used for the 

'See [50], [61], [51], [32], [16] and references contained therein. 
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time-like component, rather than the index 0) 

= X\x\ x^){dx'f + x^){dx^f + {dx^f - Y\x\ x^){dx''f (2.9) 

where the spcu:e-like fluid velocity vsU* = (0,0,1,0) and X = h{Cx^ + x^) where h is 

eui arbitrary function and C a constant. Tachyonic fluids are apparently discussed in 

detail in [49] although the author has found it diflicult to locate this reference in any 

language other thzm. Thcii (which the author neither re<ids, nor knows anyone who 

recuis.) Mrowczynski ([41] and [42]) hcis investigated the thermodynamic properties 

of ideal gases of tachyons. 

2.3 Cosmological Tachyons 

In applying results from general relativity to cosmology the basis for most work is 

the Robertson-Walker metric which is usually written in co-moving coordinates as 

ds^ = c^dt^ — S^{t)[dT^/{I — kr^) 4- r^{dd^ -I- sin^ ddip^)\ (2.10) 

where S{t) gives the cosmic scale factor^. Based on this eissumption and cissumptions 

concerning the existence of tachyons with a meta-mass of M, Srivastava [65] solves the 

Klein-Gordon equation^ in the metric (2.10) to find probability densities and other 

properties for tcichyons produced during the big bang. In conclusion, he remarks that 

such primordial tachyons surviving to the present would have almost zero meta-mass, 

bctsed on an argument similar to the argument discussed below that was provided by 

Narlikar cind Sudcirshan [43]. Behmdt [3] derives quantum mechaniccd properties for 

tachyons in the metric (2.10). In [50] the dust metric solution (2.9) is reinvestigated 

eind compared to the metric (2.10). Based on the form inveiriants preserving the 

quauitity (X^ + - 7^) Gott [20] derives a veiriant of (2.10) in which the 

^See, for example, part 5, chapter 2 of [72]. 
^This nonlinear partial differential equation is the basis for many semi-classical quantmn me

chanical calciilations. 
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universe has four choices at the initial, t = 0 singularity. The result is either our 

universe, a time-reversed cintimatter universe or two copies of a tachyon universe. 

In [43] Narlikar and Sudarshan investigate the metric (2.10) and the existence of 

tachyons traveling on spacelike geodesies from the point r = 0, t = to moving in the 6 

and (f directions. The end result is that the momentum of the tachyon is given by (to 

account for the space-like nature of tachyon geodesies, Narlikar and Su£u^han define 

ds = ida) 

= (2.11) 

Now, tachyons have P > M where M is the mass of the tachyons. This implies that 

we must have > S{t). If the universe is of the infinitely expanding variety (so 

that A: = 0,-1 in (2.10)) then what really happens as S{t) —* 5m? Further eineJysis 

of the geodesic equations shows that as 5(t) approaches Sm, dt/da decreases to zero, 

but (i^t/da^ is negative. Thus there is a time, say t = at which S{t) = Sm is 

a maximum in the tachyon trajectory. Thus, for t > the tachyon has turned 

beickwards in time to return to the big bang. The reinterpretation princple of ReCcimi 

[52] states that positive energy particles traveling backward in time can be viewed as 

an cintiparticle traveling forward in time. Thus, Narlikar amd Sudarshan argue that 

the maximum of the tachyon trajectory can be viewed in the following manner. At 

some instcint in time, during the early universe, a tachyon and cin antitachyon are 

created on outward moving geodesies. As the universe expands, these tachyons lose 

energy until they reaxi the epoch t = where they meet and annihilate. 

This implies that primordial tachyons produced during the big bang are produced 

in tachyon-antitachyon pcdrs zuid that there should be fewer tachyons in existence 

at later times in the universe, since they have annihilated with their anti-particles. 

This idea is also recounted in [14]. However, by considering tachyons moving on 

circular geodesies, rather than radial geodesies, in the primordial universe, Molski 

[40] has shown that tachyons produced during the big bang could still be a part of 
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the present-day universe. Note that this does not a piioxi exclude the possibility of 

tachyons being created in reactions at later times daring the universe. 

2.4 Motivation for the Study of Tachyons 

Tcichyons have long played a role in popular science fiction such as Star Trek, Baby

lon 5, and The X-Files. Ever since Einstein introduced the idea that the light bcirrier 

is quite different from the sound barrier with respect to penetrability, authors have 

sought for ways to make interstellar communication and interstellar travel practical. 

Idecdly, one could find a particle which seemingly violates the law that the speed of 

light is the maximum speed in our universe. This particle, called a tacbyon, could 

then be used to send signals or generate propulsion. The question then cirises: do such 

peirticles exist, and, if they do, what behavior would they exhibit? Reccimi® makes the 

bold claim that "tachyons... are already know to exist..." However, Recami contin

ues by noting that these are not asymptotically free tachyons. In order to determine 

the existence of cisymptotically free tachyons, one must define ein experiment which 

would detect, or even better, create them. 

In order to design experiments or observations for detecting tachyons, one must 

first have some idea of their expected behavior and influence on other particles. This 

fdone is enough to justify the theoreticcJ study of tachyons. If one also considers 

that space-like geodesies are at home in the theory of relativity, the best theory of 

gravitation to date, then one must understand how objects which follow these space

like paths behave in order to understand the theory fully. A natural starting point 

for these discussions is to assume the existence of tachyons and work from there. 

Hopefully, cdong the way, one will find some useful property or some situation in 

which a previously unexplciined observation fits neatly into the framework. 

In fact, ciny theories of gravitation based on differential geometry require the 

®See section 3.2 of [52]. 
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existence of space-like geodesies and hence, tachyons, much to the chagrin of the 

experimental physics community.® There are also some apparently "superluminal 

radio sources" as summarized in Recami's most recent review article [52]. As we will 

see, one of the types of tachyon walls presented here has several of the features that 

such radio sources exhibit.'^ 

One of the largest questions in cosmology at the present time is the question of 

what shape the universe is. The answer to this question depends on the amount and 

distribution of mass in the universe and plays a role in determining the eventucil fate 

of the universe. Current data suggest that the dynamic mass of the universe may be 

as much as 100 times the observed mass of the universe. On more local scales, clusters 

of galaxies exhibit behavior which suggests (under the current theory of gravitation) 

that the cluster is surrounded by a heJo of unseen or "dark" matter. On an even 

smaller sczde, the rotation curves of galaxies present difficulties for the current theory 

of gravitation.® All of these problems have led to the idea of a universe which is filled 

with "dark matter." This matter would be invisible to ordinary mesins of detection. 

It would make up a significant portion of the mass of the universe and it would not 

interact with normal matter except through gravitation. Tachyons present certain 

causal difficulties if they interact with normal matter through anything other than 

gravitation. These difficulties Ccin be eliminated by the reinterpretation principle of 

Recami, et al.^ but a simpler approach is not to edlow tachyon-bradyon interactions 

'A quick glance at the literature, for example General Relativity and Gravitation will reveal a 
preponderance of papers presenting theories of gravitation that attempt to avoid space-like paths, 
tachyons, and '̂ ghosts". At present, the author has no idea what an astrophysical ghost is. 

^For experimental and observational overviews of these radio sources, see [22], [48]. [45] and [11], 
Reference [58] presents a model for these sources. However, they conmient that ther model can be 
ruled out if any extended double radio sources are located with superliuninal expansions. As we will 
see, the model of tachyon waUs presented in the present work also covers this situation. 

'For a thorough coverage of these and other problems that dark matter is used to explain, see 
chapter 18 of [46]. 

°See [52] for details. The crux of the argument involves very carefully determining each observer's 
perspective. Then, using the fact that generalized Lorentz transformations can change positive 
energy particles travelling badcwards in time into negative enery particles (antiparticles) travelling 
forward in time, one can view most paradoxes objectively and determine the correct ordering to 
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except those mediated by gravitation. This view of tachyons fits naturally into the 

concept of dark matter and is another reason for studying t£u:hyonic structures in the 

universe. 

2.5 Objections to the Existence of Tachyons 

There are obviously some objections concerning tachyons which can be raised even at 

this rudimentary level. The major objections are addressed briefly, but it is not the 

purpose of this paper to discuss and refate these. Rather, this paper seeks to discover 

what cosmological consequences may result from the existence of certciin large scale 

objects composed of tachyonic material. Throughout the following chapters, we will 

assume the existence of such objects, regardless of the fact that they have not been 

detected in the laboratory. 

The first objection raised by meiny authors is that teu:hyons Ccinnot travel faster 

thzui the speed of light because of the theory of relativity. The energy requirements 

to accelerate a particle to the speed of light cire infinite, so how can one go faster? 

This objection is primarily refuted on philosophical grounds. It has not been said that 

tachyons ever stcirted out at speeds other thcin those above c. It is true that a bradyon 

can not be accelerated to or beyond this speed limit. However, there is no theoretical 

objection to saying that tachyons are created eind always exist at speeds beyond the 

speed of light. This is similar to an old proverb, recounted in [55], about a map-maker 

who lives in a vaJley. The mounteiins around the valley are too tall to cross, so the 

map-maJcer assumes that no one lives on the other side of the mountains and that 

there is no need for anyone to have a map of the region beyond the mountains. Once 

we at least adlow for the possibility of tachyons being created at r; > c, we can pose 

their existence as hypothetical particles. Indeed, the energy-momentum relationship 

above shows that since tachyons lack a rest frame, they can never "slow down" to 

events. 
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below the speed of light. Thus, if one believes in equation (2.1), one can conclude 

that tachyons aie possible and would always exist at speeds greater thcin c. 

The next objection is one which causes a great deal of confasion. If tcichyons travel 

with V > c then (2.1) requires that the rest-mass of a tachyon be imaginciry and thus 

the necessity of defining a meta-mass for the tachyon. The authors of [4] address 

this issue and refute it by referring to the fctct that the conservation laws only allow 

measurements of energy and momentum. The property of mass is defined implicitly 

by the relation (2.1) and can not be directly measured. Thus, mamy authors tend to 

view tsichyons as having a rest-mass mo = IMO where MQ is the real meta-mass of 

the particle. One can then use this to accomplish a great dezJ of physics. One might 

think that this would pose a serious drawback to tcichyons in general reaitivity where 

the field equations 

Gafi = —STrGTceff, (2.12) 

relate the energy-momentum distribution of matter to the space-time metric. If the 

mass of the pcirticle is imaginary, then the mass density of the material would be 

imaginary as well. This would lead to imaginary components of and then the 

solution to (2.12) would force the space-time metric to have imaginary components. 

This objection was dealt with in an exchcinge of letters in Physics Today [57] where 

Sudarshan and Bilajiiuk respond to Sa^hs by pointing out that tachyons also have 

ds^ = gafidx^dx^ < 0 so that the line element ds (and hence, some of the terms of 

Qa^) is also imaginziry. However, rather than postulate that mo = iMo one Cein also 

redefine the energy-momentum relationship (2.1) for tachyons so that the "rest mass" 

is reed rather than imaginary, as described in [52] for example. The rest mass is then 

given, after the re-interpretation principle by equation (2.2). In fact, Recami notes 

that in dealing with tachyons, one must be careful to not apply the laws of bradyons 

without careful consideration of whether they are invariant for superluminal reference 

frames. Thus, in [52] it is noted that the generalized Lorentz transformations require 
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that the dispersion relation for tachyons be given by 

= ttiqC* (2.13) 

rather than expression (2.1). 

The most obvious objection to the existence of tachyons is that one has yet to 

develop a conclusive mecins of producing or measuring the existence of tcichyons in 

tha laboratory. Indeed, the few papers this author has reviewed with regard to the 

queintum properties of tachyons suggest that tachyons would interact very weaikly 

with ordinary matter. In fact, it may be that tachyon-bradyon interactions occur 

only through gravitation.^^ Given the weak nature of most gravitational fields, this 

poses serious experimental difficulties with detecting tachyons. However, many other 

phenomena in physics eluded experimental proof for some time before their eventual 

discoveries. Among these are the top (or truth) quark, bla^k holes, neutrons, neu

trinos, and gravitational radiation. Ecich of these theoretically possible phenomena 

weis described first eind then experiments were devised, based on the theory, to de

tect them. Some of these experiments are still underway. The present work seeks to 

present a physically possible object made up of tachyonic material. By exploring the 

effects of such objects on normal matter, one will see that there are some possibilities 

for indirectly observing the effects of these tachyonic objects. 

Most other objections to the existence of teichyons can be broadly classified under 

the term "causal paradoxes." These paradoxes can become quite detailed eind will not 

be specifically discussed here. The general problem is that if event A precedes, or in 

fact, causes, event B so that the events are connected by tachyon world-lines, which 

are space-like, then the ordering of events is not invariant under Lorentz transforma

tions. The genercd solution to these parzidoxes is formulated by the "reinterpretation 

principle" as described in [55], for example. This relies on the fact stated above 

^"It is also possible to avoid causality if tachyons are allowed to interact with bradyons through 
intermediary photons; however, one must explore the consequences of charged superluminal particles 
in order to discuss this phenomenon. 
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concerning tachyons having energy and momentum falling on a single sheeted hyper-

boloid. Tachyons travelling backward in time, as viewed by certain observers, Ccin be 

treated as anti-tachyons travelling forward in time. A systematic treatment of causal 

paradoxes appears in [53]. A recent review article covering most aspects of tachyons, 

with the exception of the quantum mechajiical aspects of such particles, can be found 

in [52]. 
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Chapter 3 

TACHYON WALL SOLUTIONS 

This chapter introduces a physically motivated tachyonic solution to the field equa

tions of genercd relativity. Qucditatively, it is a special case of the solutions presented 

in Kramer, et ed, [30] as well as the works by MacCallum [32], Ellis [16], Cahen eind 

Defrise [5], Ray and ZimmermcUi [51], eind Stewart eind Ellis [66]. These other works 

do not attempt a physical interpretation of the solution. The previous works also 

limit themselves to studying the symmetries present in such solutions, rather than 

their effects on other celestial bodies. The solution presented here is derived from a 

known solution for ordinary matter, the cosmic string solution^ The final result will 

be two types of t£u:hyonic walls which will be obtained through a mutation of the 

cosmic string solution to the field equations. In deriving these solutions, we mcike use 

of Rindler coordinates, which provide for an easy interpretation of the solutions eis 

walls of matericd which are in motion. 

The cosmic string solution manifests a rotational symmetry. It is generally in

terpreted as representing the line element outside of an infinitely long material body 

which hzis been placed under extreme tension. The end result is a conical space, ie. 

one which is apparently fiat, but in which one can circumnavigate the string material 

in a shorter distance than would be possible in ordinary flat space. 

The tachyon wall solutions are modeled eifter the process of generating the cosmic 

string solution. Rather than insisting upon a rotational symmetry in space char£M:ter-

ized by writing the metric in polar cylindriccd coordinates and then generalizing, the 

tachyon wall solution is formed from writing the flat metric down in Rindler coordi

nates and then generalizing. This has the effect of replacing the rotational symmetry 

^Admittedly, the existence of cosmic strings has not been established. 
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of the string with a boost symmetry, which is characteristic of tachyons whose prop

erties derive from the group S0(l,2) rather than the fcdl Lorentz group SO(l,3) (see 

[12] and references therein for details.) 

During the process of generalizing the metric from empty space to a space filled 

with tachyons, one must write down an expression for the stress-energy tensor that 

is to be associated with such tachyon Wcdls. The non-linearity of the field equations 

requires a simultameous solution for the metric and stress-energy tensor, thus having 

knowledge of one plays an active role in determining the other. The walls are assumed 

to be made of transcendent tachyons which Ccin be modeled through a distribution 

function for a gas. This guiding principle will be combined with the field equations 

for the generalized metric in order to produce two possible solutions. Finally, these 

solutions will be interpreted as physical objects which take the form of walls which 

have infinite extent in the x and y directions, but a finite thickness in the z direction. 

These walls cure in motion, euid, after the wzdls have passed through a region of space-

time, the gravitatioueil effect of the walls ceases, leaving the space-time flat. 

3.1 The Cosmic String Solution 

To derive the cosmic string solution to Einstein's field equations [72] we can think 

of searching for a metric which exhibits cylindric<d symmetry. Beginning with the 

Minkowski line element £is described in appendix A written in cylindrical coordinates 

(x = rcos0,y = rsin5) 

ds^ = dt^ — dx^ — dy^ — dz^ = d^ — dr^ — r^dB^ — dz^ (3.1) 

one then writes down the more general cylindrically symmetric line element 

ds^ = D{r)dt^ - dr^ - B{r)dB^ - C{r)dz^. (3.2) 

Notice that we have maintained consistency with Tolman's version of Dingle's formu

lae [69] for the field equations. A cosmic string can be thought of as cin infinitely long 
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cylinder of constant energy density po and radius ro which is under tension along its 

length in the z direction. Thus, the components of the stress-energy tensor are 

T' = -T"= p(r) = I (3.3) 

smd the other = 0. Solving the field equations (see [46] eind [70]) and matching 

boundciry conditions so that both g^u, cind <^6 continuous across the outer surface 

of the string results in the exterior cosmic string solution 

ds^ = dt^ — dr^ — (1 — 8TrGfi)r^d6^ — dz^ (3.4) 

where fi represents the mass per unit length of the string. Comparing this solution 

to (3.1) we see that defining a new angulcir coordinate ff = y/1 — SirGfiO produces a 

metric of the form 

ds^ = dt^ — dr^ — r^dO'^ — dz^ (3.5) 

which emphasizes that the space exterior to the string is in fact flat. However, there 

is an ckngular deficit of approximately 4irG/i so that one could circxunnavigate the 

string at a constant distance of R and return to ones starting point after traveling a 

distance less than 2irR. One can edso envision this space as conical by taking a disk 

of flat space and removing a wedge the size of the angulcir deficit. The edges of this 

gap are then identified so the final result is a conical space. 

The previous line of thinking will demonstrate that the angulcir deficit is not 

oriented in a preferred direction. In fact, no matter where an object is located, its 

motion will be aflTected by the conical topology of the space. Thus, a bezim of photons 

passing near to a cosmic string will be deflected to a new path. For a description of 

more interesting effects of cosmic strings (such as closed time-like curves which allow 

for time travel into the past) see [21], [7], and [26]. 
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FIGURE 3.1. Dlnstration of cosmic string from end-on, with the path of a photon 
shown. The radius of the string is TQ. Since the two sides of the wedge are identified, 
photons entering at and angle tp on one side will emerge making aji cingle ip with the 
other side. 

3.2 From Strings to Walls 

This section describes the process of generating the taxJiyon wall solutions from the 

Minkowski metric, following the model of the cosmic string solution. Rather than 

introducing a spatial rotational symmetry by transforming the Minkowski metric 

into polar cylindrical coordinates, the metric will be written with an inherent boost 

symmetry so that it teikes on the form of the Rindler metrics. These Rindler metrics 

can then be generalized from empty space so that they represent the gravitational 

effects of an ideal gas of collisionless tctchyons that fills a certain region of the space-

time. This requires knowledge of the stress-energy tensor for an ideal gas, which will 

be modeled in this czise by using the Boltzman distribution function. Once the genercd 

form of the stress energy tensor is obtained, the field equations for the generalized 

metric provide a way to simplify the results in an obvious way. Prom this point, it is 

simply a matter of solving a second order ordinary differential equation and matching 
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boundary conditions to get the fined form of the metric. 

 .2.1 General Form of the Metric 

We start with the Minkowski line element written in two versions of Rindler coordi

nates^ In case I, we let 

f = ttsinhT;, 2 = wcoshv, (3.6) 

and in Ccise EE we let 

t = ucoshu, 2 = tisinhi/. (3.7) 

One can simplify the definition of the new coordinates by introducing the pareimeter 

€ which cjm tcike the Vcdues +1 in case I, and —1 in case 11. The (t, z) coordinates are 

then defined in terms of the (u, v) coordinates by the transformation 

i = |(e" - «-), z = |{s- +(3.8) 

These definitions result in the combined form of the line elements 

ds^ = e{u^dv^ — du^) — dx^ — dy^. (3.9) 

Note that in ccise I, we have v time-like and u spcice-like while in case 11 the roles 

sure reversed. Since these line elements represent flat space (they are simply other 

versions of (3.1)) we seek to generalize these metrics to eillow for the presence of 

tachyons in a small portion of the space, filling a region between u = ui and u = U2. 

Maintaining the rotational symmetries in the xy directions present in (3.9), we can 

write more general line elements in the form 

ds^ = e{D{u)dv^ — du^) — db? — dy^ (3.10) 

where Tolman's conventions (see section 100 of [69]) for diagonal metrics are adopted 

so as to simplify calculation of the Einstein tensor. This leaves = x, = y, = 

 , = t; in case I and = x, x^ = y, x^ = w, x^ = M in case II. 

^See, for example, problem 21 in chapter 5 of [60]. 
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3.2.2 The Stress-Energy Tensor 

One now seeks solutions to the field equations which have the above forms £uid rep

resent walls of transcendent tachyons (as defined by [52]) uniformly filling a region 

between two boundaries u = U\ and u = U2- In both cases, we denote the space 

u < ux as region 1, the space ui < u < tt2 as region 2, and the space u > U2 as region 

3. Regions 1 and 3 are assumed to be empty of edl matter and energy, so T'"' = 0 here. 

Region 2 is filled with a swarm of tachyons traveling with infinite speed. Recalling 

the energy and momentum hyperboloids discussed in chapter 2, these tachyons would 

have zero energy, but finite momentum. This means that the timelike components of 

the tachyon mometum are zero. For e = -1-1 this would give P® = 0, and for e = —1 

one has P" = 0. If the field equations are written down, however, it is seen that for 

a solution to exist, one must take = F° for both cases so that if the time-like 

momentum (P® in case I or P" in case 11) is zero then the corresponding space-like 

momentum (P™ in case I or P" in case 11) must also be zero. 

One can now model the swarm of tachyons of which the wall is composed as a 

distribution of pcirticles in phase space and build the energy momentum tensor as 

described in [10] using (let x represent stn event in space-time at which the energy-

momentum tensor of the swarm is computed) 

Here, mo{Xj P) is a. function specifying the mass of the tachyons in eight-dimensional 

phase space and g is the determinant of the metric tensor as given by the line element 

(3.10), so that g = —D{u). The momentum of a tachyon is given by P** = modx'^/ds. 

The general relativistic version of the energy momentum expression (2.1) for tachyons 

(which travel on spcice-like paths so that ds^ < 0) is 

(3.11) 

dx'' dx" 
(3.12) 

^  ~  r f s  d s '  
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Inserting the expression for the momentum, one finds —rriQ = QftvP'^P" for tachyons, 

where mo is taken to be real. 

The function /(x, P) is the distribution function of the tachyons in phase space 

and satifies the collisionless Boltzmainn equation for chargeless particles (see [10] eind 

N) 

If one defines the Boltzmann equation to be a linear operator on the distribution 

of particles / so that (3.13) can be written as L{f) = 0 then the requirement that 

= 0 can be written using (3.11) as 

"'=fp''^^d*p = 0 (3.14) 
J mo 

so that energy and momentum are conserved. 

In order to simplify the calcidation of the components one can assume that 

the wall is composed of a swarm of identical tachyons in the sense that mo(z, P) = mo, 

a constant. The expression for the stress-energy tensor then becomes 

T'^(x) = J P'P'nx, P)d*P. (3.15) 

The loceJ rotational sjrmmetry in the xy directions can be built in by taking (5(x) 

represents the Dirac delta function) 

fix, P) = G(,u)S{P')6(,P')S((.P')'' + {P'f - rr4(x, P)) (3.16) 

as the expression for the distribution function. This has the property of ensuring 

that only tachyons with P" = P® = 0 are members of the sw«irm. The final delta 

function ensures that the t<ichyons, which satisfy (2.2) with E = 0 (since they cire all 

transcendent tachyons) all have mass mo- The function G{u) has been introduced in 

order allow for the possibility that the components of be constant inside the walls. 
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rather than fonctions of position. Li order for the foregoing expression to represent a 

realistic distribution function, one must have G{u) > 0 for all u so that /(x, P) > 0. 

One sees immediately that using (3.16) in the integral (3.15) leads to T**" = T*™ = 

0 since the integrand includes a delta function at F" = 0 and P® = 0. Thus, the only 

possible non-zero components of the stress-energy tensor are 'jT", or = T^. 

However, for the integrand is ein odd fimction of P® and P® which is integrated 

over a symmetric domain: 

T^(x) = T^[x) = ^ f f P'F'SiiF'f + {P^f - mDdP'dFi. (3.17) 
mQ^D{u) J J 

Thus, = ly = 0 which leaves only 

T"(x) = T"{x) s r.(K) = j J+ ({"f - mDdP'dP'. 

(3.18) 

These two components are equal since the integration is performed over all of the 

momentum space. One can then see that the non-zero components of the stress-

energy tensor will be positive. Thus, the stress-energy tensor has the form 

/ 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 T,{u) 0 0 
0 0 r,(u) 0 

V 0 0 0 0 

The conservation law for stress-energy can be written in differential form in terms 

of the covariant divergence of the stress-energy tensor being zero. For (3.19), these 

equations are trivial. The genercd form of the covariant divergence of a second rank 

contravariant tensor such as T'^" is simply the four equations represented by (see [72] 

for details) 

T'Z, = (3-20) 

For the diagonal stess-energy tensor of the tachyon walls, this results in the follow

ing equation, in which the summation convention is abandoned eind summations cire 

(3.19) 
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written out explicitly where they occur: 

fi=0 

3 

(3.21) 

In this expression, the first term is zero for all i/, since the only non-zero components 

of are which depend only on u (they are zero for u < ui and u> and 

constant for Ui <u < U2.) Since the only non-zero Christoffel symbols are emd 

F^ = (see equation (4.4)) the only terms that can appear in the first summation 

axe «md F^T^ which eire both zero since T'"' is diagoncd. By virtue of the 

diagonality of and the Christoffel symbols, the last term also vanishes. Thus, 

for all I/, (3.20) implies that the conservation of energy and momentum is trivially 

satisfied since all four of the equations are trivially 0 = 0. 

3.2.3 The Field Equations 

One can now write down the Einstein field equations for the metric (3.10). In order to 

maintciin consistency with Dingle's formulae (as reported in Tolmein [69]) one defines 

= X, 3^ = y, = Uj X* = Vy A = B = 1, and 

where (') denotes differentiation with respect to = u. Recall that e = ±1 in cases 

I and II, respectively. 

If one now writes the unknown function D{u) in the form D{u) = ^(«)^ for some 

as yet unknown fantion ^ one finds that equation (3.23) becomes 

C = I, D = D{u) = D{x^) case I, 6 = -Hi 

C = D{u) = D{x̂ ), D = 1 case 11, € = — 1. 

The field equations for both Ccises can then be written together as 

= -StGT^ = 0, 

-8TGT^ = -SirCrn * y 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 
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Guided by the model of the tachyonic material as a collisionless gas, one can tcike 

-7? = -17 = = T.(«) = { 

where PQ > 0 represents the pressure of the gas of tachyons in the wall. This results 

in the second order linear differential equation for ^(u) as 

eBirGPo^iu) ui < u < U2 
0 otherwise ^ ^ ^ «"(«) = { 

The solution to (3.26) depends on the parameter e. For e = +1 the solution is 

(defining = STTGPO) 

^(u) = i 

For e = — 1 the solution is 

^(u)  =  < 

u + u <ui 
A2 coshg(u — til) + B2 sinh q{u — ui) Ui < u < t£2 , (3.27) 
A^u + B^ u>u2 

Ai + Bi u <ui 
A2 cosq{u — ui) + B2 sin q{u — Ui) Ui < u < uq • (3.28) 
A^ u + B^ u > U2 

The constants eind B^ are chosen so that the metric will be at least throughout 

the spacetime. This reduces to the constraint that, u = ui and u = U2, the values 

^{u) and ^'(u) must be continuous. Note that this provides only four conditions for 

the six unknowns so that two of the coefficients are &ee. For both values of e we take 

Af = 1 eind B^ = 0 so that the region u < ui looks like the two versions of Rindler 

spcice, rather than an arbitrarily scaled version of this space. 

The boundary conditions at M = then become 

e(«i) = e'(«i) = 1- (3.29) 

This immediately provides us with the constants 

Af = ui, B2 = (3.30) 
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The boondaiy condition at the other side of the wall, u — can be written as 

(defining Au = U2 — Ui) 

ui cosh qAu + - sinh qAu = Bt, (3.31) 
9 

sinh qAu + cosh qAu = ^43 

for case I and 

Ui cos qAu + — sin qAu = , (3.32) 

—qui sin qAu + cos qAu = 

in case 11. 

Putting all of this together, one can write the metric as 

ds^ = €{^g{u)dv^ — du^) — dx^ — dy^ (3.33) 

where e = ±1 and 

{u, u < Ui 
uicoshg(« — ui) + isinhq{u — ui), ui <u <U2 , (3.34) 
A^{u — U2) + B"*", U2<U 

{«, u < U x  
MxCOsg(u —ui) +jsin9(«-rii), ui < u < U2 (3.35) 
A~{u — U2) + B~, U2<u 

with = Af and B^ = Bf as given above. Recall that ^ = SttGPo, which is ein 

alternative measure of the pressure of the tachyonic gas which comprises the wall. 

3.3 Interpretation of the Solutions 

For both case I and case 11 walls, region 1 is flat space-time written in a form of 

Rindler coordinates. Region 2 is a space between the surfaces u = Ui and u = U2 of 

zero matter-energy density that is under pressure from tachyons traveling in the z 
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and y directions, as seen by T" = T" 0. bi region 3, we note that defining the 

new coordinates u and v by the relations 

« = u — «2 + V = A^v (3.36) 

brings the tachyon walls metrics into the form 

ds^ = €{v?dv^ — dv?) — dx^ — dy^. (3.37) 

This is simply Rindler space (cis is region 1 for 6 = :tl.) This Rindler space can then 

be written in the form of the Minkowski metric by the inverse of the trcinsformations 

defined in (3.8). This shows that both region 1 and 3 carry the flat space-time metric 

written in Rindler coordinates. The physical character of the Weills can be seen 

in the following schematics. In both case I etnd case EL, the tachyon wall is infinite 

in the x and y directions. This is necessary in order to preserve the local rotationfd 

symmetry of the metric. Another way to view this is that the walls are composed 

of transcendent tachyons. Such tachyons exist everywhere along their world lines 

simultaneously. The distribution function used to model the stress-energy tensor 

shows that the motion of the tachyons is entirely in the x and y directions. Thus, in 

order to mcdntain the symmetries, one must allow for the teichyon waUs to exist over 

all of z and y. The walls, however, are three dimensional. The thickness of the walls 

is given in the z direction. At a given time coordinate, t, one can view the wail as 

being centered (in thickness) at a certain z coordinate and extending to either side 

of this. 

The schematics, shown in figure (3.2), show cross sections of the two boundaries of 

the walls with the x and y directions suppressed. In this case, the observer viewing the 

wall would be a coordinate observer, rather thcui a physical observer travelling through 

the space-time. The boundciries of the walls are given by u = ui euid u = U2 > Ui. 

In case I, transforming back to Caxtesian coordinates, again using the inverse of the 

transformations in (3.8), shows us that the first boundary of the wall occurs along 
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— 1? = Using the scaled Rindler coordinates (3.36) and transforming into 

Cartesian coordinates shows that the other boundary of the wall occurs at ^ — P = 

Each of these boundaries takes the form of a hyperbola in Cartesian 

coordinates. Furthermore, these hyperbolae represent time-like hypersurfaces, which 

have implications for the nature of the solutions. The tachyonic gas of the wail fills 

the space between these two boundaries. The wall begins infinitely far from the origin 

away along the z axis, and is infinitely thin. The wall then appears to move toward 

z = 0. The speed of the wall remains less than the speed of light thoughout its 

motion, since photons traveling in the z direction move adong lines with a slope of 45° 

cind the boundaries of the wall maintain a slope greater than this in the schematic. 

In fact, the wall appears to slow down and briefly come to rest between z = and 

z = U2, at t = 0. It then speeds away from 2 = 0, accelerating down the z jixis. 

In other words, the boundciries u = ui and u = U2 represent bradyons undergoing 

constant acceleration from speed near c in the —z direction to speed near c in the +z 

direction. 

In contrast, case II walls fiU the space between the hyperbolae — z^ = u\ and 

P — z^ = {B~/A~Y which represent space-like hypersurfcices. The significcince of this 

will be discussed momentcirily. The schematic shows these waUs beginning to form at 

t = ui. The wall, centered at z = 0, grows in thickness as t increcises, until the time 

t = U2- At this time, the wall splits into two walls, each of equal thickness, which 

are moving away from each other in the z direction. The schematic also shows that 

the boundaries of the wall in this case are parallel to lines with a slope less than 45°. 

This indicates that the outer boundaries of the wall, which has in fact split into two 

walls, £Lre moving at speeds greater thein the speed of light so that the boundaries 

represent tachyons (rather theui bradyons) undergoing constcLnt acceleration. These 

walls continue to move apart from each other as time passes. The thickness of each 

half of the wall decreases, and the speeds of the walls decrease as well, approaching c 
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ast—* oo.' 

Note that the choice of T" = = Pq in region 2 and zero elsewhere leads back 

to the distribution function (3.16). One sees that in order for the stress-energy tensor 

to have constant components, the function G must satisfy 

G{u) = - Ui)(U2 - u)] (3.38) 

where H{x) is the Heaviside function and a is a constant. Thus, even though the 

stress-energy tensor is discontinuous, it arises from a physically reasonable model 

of tachyons distributed throughout region 2. Furthermore, this stress-energy tensor 

leads to a metric throughout the spau:e-time of interest. In the next chapter, it is 

seen that the geodesies of this space-time are complete, in the sense that there are no 

physical singularities which give rise to infinite curvature. 

Concerning the superluminal radios sources, Recami [52] lists three criticcil tests 

that models must pass in order to explain the observational data. 

1. the superluminal relative motion of the two components of the source is edways 

a collinear recession, 

2. these superlumiucd expansions seem to have constant velocity, and 

3. the flux density ratios for the two components depend both on time £ind the 

observed wavelength. 

The first of these tests is easily passed by the case II WciUs, since the two halves of 

such walls recede toward +z and —z respectively. The second test is also passed 

since the the speed of the entire wzdl is asymptotically approaching the speed of light 

from above. For a waU which forms at time t = ui, the Wcill is moving outward from 

z = 0 at initially infinite speed, but under a constant deceleration (note that the outer 

'The case 11 walls (e = —1) are a possible candidate for the superluminal radio sources since they 
represent collinear motion at speeds above c. This will be discussed in more detail below. 
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region 1 

region 3 

z,z 

region 2 

region 3 

region 2 region 1 

z,z 

Case I Case n 

FIGURE 3.2. Schematic of case I and case 11 tachyon walls with the spatial dimensions 
X and y suppressed. The walls are each infinite in both the x and y directions so that 
they appear as infinitely large, thin sheets of material moving in the z direction 
cind normal vector d/dz. In each case, region 2 is filled with transcendent tachyons 
traveling in the x and y directions, while regions 1 and 3 axe flat, empty space. 

botmdaries of the wall at Ui and U2 are the world lines for decelerating tachyons in case 

II) so that the speed of the wall is adways decreasing. However, after an initial period 

of time the wall is moving at almost constcmt speed. Further, after a time period 

At = Au the wall has split into two components. Thus, this time-to-split could serve 

as a relatively simple observationcd test of the existence of these walls, as well as a 

method for computing the thickness of the wzdl, Au. The absolutely critical test for 

the tachyon wsiUs would be the third. Answering this question depends heavily on 

the model for radiation emission and what specifically is leculing to the emission of 

radiation. At present, this question is stiU under consideration. 
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Chapter 4 

EFFECTS OF TACHYON WALLS 

The previous chapter introduced solutions to the field equations which have been 

interpreted as Wcdls of tachyonic material moving through the background space-

time. Although the quantum properties of tachyons are unknown at the present 

time, one can assume that tachyons would interact with bradyonic matter through 

little other than gravitation. If this is the case, then bradyonic material would be &ee 

to pass through a tachyon wall, emerging into a region of flat space (see section 3.3.) 

On passing through the wcill, however, a particle or photon would interact with the 

gravitational field of the tachyons in the wall, and efifectively receive a momentum 

boost upon emerging into the region on the other side of the wall. 

The present chapter explores geodesies of both particles and photons which pass 

through a tachyon wall. Since the tachyon wall metric has terms which may vanish 

for certain values of the coordinates {u,v) one must be careful in analyzing these 

paths. It will be shown that although the outward appecircuice of the line element 

suggests the possibility of an event horizon (as found in the Schwarzschild solution, 

see appendix C,) the geodesies are complete for this metric, and there are no such 

difficulties. To show this, a new coordinate system related to null-coordinates in flat 

space will be introduced. 

The geodesic equations for bradyons and photons 

dx^ dx" —— -J- r° =0 f41) 

where eire the Christoffel symbols of the metric, reduce to an innocent-looking 

set of equations in both Case I and Case II. The equations are 
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cPu / dv \ ̂ (jpv du dv 

where A is jin affine parameter. For bradyons, A = r, the proper time; and for 

photons, A is such that the momentiun is P'' = dx^jdX. Note that although the 

tachyons comprising the wall move in the a and y directions, and there is a pressure 

in these directions inside the wall, the walls do not have any effect on the x and y 

motion of either particles or photons as seen by (4.2). 

We find in both cases that 

r : ^ , = n .  =  { ^ - i )  

The right-hand equation in (4.3) has the solution 

dv Co 
(4.5) 

dX 6(u)2 

as Ccin be derived through the line element, written in the form P'*F^ = ttIq for 

bradyons and = 0 for photons, in order to decouple the equations (4.3). One 

can now use the line element to find that 

~ [bradyons] (4.6) 

where we have defined cx + (P*)^ to be constant in surcord with equation 

(4.2). 

In regions 1 and 3, since these are Minkowski spaces, the geodesies for photons 

eind particles axe simply straight lines. The effect of the tachyon wall occurs only in 

region 2. Then, whatever shift in position or energy the wall induces will carry over 

into region 3. Thus, we only need to solve the equations of geodesic motion in region 

2. The solution to these equations proves difficult, but possible in majiy cases. In 

some instances, however, it will be useful to have approximations to the momentum 

boost and change in position of the photons and particles which pass through the 

walls. These approximations will be discussed in section 4.3. 
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Once the geodesies have been obtained, one can follow the motion of observers 

or photons through the wall, assuming that the gravitational perturbations of the 

passing particles on the wall are negligible. One can also study the redshift that 

these Wcdls would induce on sources which are emitting radiation as they pass into 

the wall. This is studied in section 4.4. 

The final section of this chapter discusses the effects of a case n wall on certjun 

ring-shaped distributions of matter. If one views a galaj^ as being made up of point 

masses which represent the stars, one can further approximate the galaxy as being 

mctde of rings of these point mass distributions, cdl interacting gravitationcdly. The 

subject of what such an extended object (the galaxy) wotild look like after passing 

through a case 11 Wcdl is explored in section 4.5. The hope is that more detailed 

explorations, through the medium of numericcd simulations, will reveal the formation 

of structures in galaxies which present theories and numerical simulations have found 

difficult to stabilize (such as spired arms.) This concept is discussed further in section 

6.3. 

4.1 Case I Geodesies 

This will discuss case I geodesies, which are much simpler than the case II geodesies, 

since there are no values of u for which ^+{u) = 0. However, one quickly finds two 

things. 

1. The integrcd for finding v{u) in this case seems intrzictable for all particle 

geodesies cind for A; ^ 0 in photon geodesies. 

2. There are values of u for which P* —^ 0. There are other vcdues of u for which 

this momentum becomes imaginary. 
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Noting that ^+(u) > 0 for all tt, the geodesic equations in this case reduce from 

(4.5) and (4.6) to 

d v  _ {  

d u  I  

/ , , particles 
l€+(»)lV«=2-(t'+i)€+W 

,? photons 

& ^ y/cg - (^ + 
dr ^+(tt) 

du v^cg - k^^+iu)^ r_L_, , 
dx = 

(4.T) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

All of these differential equations are separable, and hence, in principle, easy to 

solve. However, the complications listed above are added to by another complication. 

Because of the physical interpretation of the wall in case I, all particles, and some 

photons, which pass through the wall into region 3 will have another encounter with 

the wall and paiss back into region 1 at some later point. In fact, it is possible for 

some of the pcuiiicles ctnd photons to pass into region 2 and then bcick into region 1 

without ever emeging into region 3 (see figure 4.1.) 

These difficulties Cein be summarized by looking closely at equation (4.7). Notice 

that the derivative dv(du takes on complex values unless u is restricted so that Cg — 

{k^ + l)^+(w) > 0. Rewriting as 

^+(«) = M coshq(u — (p), (p = Ui-- tcinh"^ > 
r 9 V9^i/ 

(4.10) 

the condition for dvfdu to remain real Cein be written as 

''.<«<y+^cosh-'J^(J^l). (4.11) 

Using the relationship 

dz _ 
dr dudr dvdr 
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at the point (ui, vi) where the particle passes into the wall, one sees that if one defines 

Z\ as DZ/DR at the entry point, the relationship can be solved for the constant CQ: 

Co = —Tiiiisinhui coshui. (4.13) 

This value for cd allows one to rearrange the expression above (4.11) and solve for vi as 

a function of the other variables. One finds that for a particle-case I wall interaction 

to occur in such a way that the particle passes through region 2 and into region 3, 

ux < 0 must satisfy 

(4.14) 

For sdl vi satisfying this relationship, the derivative dv/du remains real throughout 

the entire wall. For em. interaction between a photon amd a case I wall, (4.14) holds, 

but with replacing aU instances of + 1. Note that in the above discussion, it is 

sufficient to consider the value of dv/du only at u = U2 since the expression CQ—^+(ti)^ 

is a strictly decreasing function of u. For Uc < ux < 0, <ill interzictions will result in a 

path which never reaches u = U2. Thus, such particles and photons will never emerge 

into region 3, but rather leave region 2 through cinother interaction with the wall at 

u = ui- This time the interaction occurs with u > 0 and the particle or photon passes 

from region 2 into region 1. 

Due to these complications, the following discussion is limited to particles or 

photons which satisfy relationship (4.14) when passing into region 2 from region 1. 

The result of integrating (4.8) is 

«(T) = y+lsinh-'|^^^^^sm[gVPi:T(T-Ti) 

+ arcsinf + )]l. ,4.15) 
-I- l)y/q^ul — 1/ j 

The value TI is proper time at which the pcirticle encounters the wall at u = Ui. 

The result of integrating (4.9) is similar to this, except all instances of + 1 can be 
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z,z 

FIGURE 4.1. Possible particle interactions with a c<tse I wall. 

replaced by k^, and rather than u being a function of proper time, r, it is a function 

of A. For plaueir photons with fc = 0, one finds the solution to (4.7) to be given by 

v{u) = vi + [axctan — arctan , (4.16) 
qA 

but in all other cases, the integral for v{u) has proved impossible to find in closed 

form. 

Note that the cirreingement shown above for particles intereicting with a case I 

wall illustrates that for any Vcdues of ux eind U2 there will be some values of k, ii and 

1/1 which lead to the particle never entering region 3. This is due to the feict that 

the case I Wedl is itself edways moving at sub-luminal speeds. As we will shortly see, 

this situation is very different from the situation in case II. This difiTerence is directly 

related to the interpretations of the u and v coordinates in each case. In case I, v 

is timelike, so that dv/dr must be positive always. However, u is space-like. Thus, 

if the particle (or photon) passes through into the wall with k and ii such that u 

reaches the critical value given in (4.11), we find that dufdr = 0. From this point on 
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in the path of the particle one must use the expression 

du 
- -  I  ^  - 1/ . (*=' + 1) (4-17) 

in order to remain consistent. The proper expression for dv/du is then 

dv Q) 
(4.18) 

4.2 Case EE Geodesies 

We caji very easily rewrite the metric in case 11 (inside the wall) as 

ds^ = du^ — ^{u)dv^ — dx^ — dy^ (4-19) 

where 

^ { u )  =  A  c o s  q { u  —  i p )  (4.20) 

and the conditions of continuity on and give us 

^2 _ y, = a 4. i arctan f-—^ • (4.21) 
q  \ q u i j  

For a particle which is not moving in the z direction in region 1, we can use 

P' = dz/dr = 0 ouid the chain rule to compute 

(sinht;i)P'' + (ui coshi7i)P® = 0 

which lets CQ be calculated for case 11 as 

Cq = u^{k^ + 1) sinh^ vx. (422) 

To get the correct sign of CQ, note that for pcirticles which have no initial z momentum, 

the sign of cq (and hence of P^) is opposite the sign of vi, since particles with with 
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z < 0 pass into the wall at essentially v = —oo. As they proceed through the wall, 

the V coordinate is increasing. The reverse edso holds. Thus, 

CO = —uiVk^ + 1 sinht/i. (4.23) 

This expression for gives 

/c§ + (fc2 + l)A2 jl + q^ulcosh^vi 

V +1) V  — — '  

which will be used in the relations below. For a photon with energy P* in region 1 

we find that 

CO = —(«i sinh vi)P* ± Til cosh Vi — k^. (4-25) 

4.2.1 Critical Values of u 

In the form of the metric in (4.19) we have a potential difficulty when ^(u) = 0 which 

occurs at u = Uc{n) defined for all integers n such that < Uc{n) < U2 as 

«c(n) = (p + (2n + 1)^. (4.26) 
2q 

At this point, we clearly have Qm, = 0 and so is undefined. But what kind of 

singularity is this? The scalar curvature is well behaved. In fact, for all Ui < u < U2 

we find that R = —2q^. Writing the Ricci tensor cis^ 

R,u/ — 8xG(T^„ — -^g^T) (4.27) 

we see that «dl of these terms are well-behaved since r^„ is well-behaved. In feict, 

the only ill-behaved object that can be computed from the metric and its derivatives 

is the Christoffel symbol = ^'(u)/^(u) which diverges as ^(u) approaches zero. 

^For particles with zi ^ 0 we find that co = «izi coshwi ± «i|sinhvi|y''ii + + 1. 
'This version of the field equations is essentially derived in section 15.1 of [72], although Weinberg 

utilizes the opposite signature for the metric, which introduces a minus (—) sign into the equation. 
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The first of the critical values of u occurs at n = 0 so that Uc(0) = v? + We 

will concentrate our attention on what happens to geodesies attempting to pciss this 

bcirrier if 1*2 = «c(0). 

Note that the critical values of u which appear in the Ccise 11 geodesies are much 

different from the critical values for u (or equivalently, v) given above for case I. Since 

the Ccise IE waUs cire moving at superluminai speeds (see the interpretation section 

above) no paxticle or photon could remain trapped within the wall. The wedl will 

always speed away from the particle or photon, forcing an a second interaction with 

the wall at u = U2 and allowing the particle or photon to pass into region 3. The 

singularities for Ccise II are much closer to the type of singularity appearing in the 

Schwarzschild solution (see appendix C.) 

4.2.2 Geodesies in u and v 

For photons passing through a case II wall, we have 

Because of the singularities when ^(u) = 0 we reedly should break the integraJ into 

multiple parts between each of the critical values of that fall between Ux and u. 

This results in three possible cases: 

1. Case 1. If Ui < u < rtc(O) then there are no singularities between ui and u. We 

can then make use of the fact that 

dv CQ I CQ 1 
(4.28) 

du ^(u) P- |e(u)| v/cg + A:2^(u) 

so that 

(4.29) 

J  C O S X ^ / i  + IP cos^ X 
1 

dx = ±7^ bi[ |co| tan x + \/ a'^{l + tan^ x) + 6^1 (4.30) a V \a\ 
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where the positive sign is taken for x in quadrants I or IV and the minus sign 

otherwise. Assuming that uj. is in qucidrant I leaves ui < u < U2 iu quadrant I 

so that cosx > 0 over the interval of integration and 

. . , sgn(co) 
v{u) = H :— X 

In 

qA 

|co|tang(n — ¥?) + y / < ^ { 1 q { u  -  y>)) +  

-\cQ\/qui + y/<^{l + 1/g^ul) + 
. (4.31) 

2. Case 2. If ui < Uc{ n )  < u  < Uc{ n  + 1) for even n  then there are n/2 integrcils 

which cire equivalent to the integral 

f<p+3Tc/2q J J f 
= I du' 

•p+ir/Zq ^{«') •\/<^ + k^^{u') 

-|CI)| + y/2<  ̂+ k^A  ̂_ sgn(co) 
qA 

In 
|co| + y''2c§ + k'^A^ 

(4.32) 

and there will be n/2 integrals of the form 

).VH-5*/2« 2^ y 

VH-3ir/29 ^{w') k^^{u') 

sgn(co) 

du' 

qA 
In 

|ct)| + y/2^Q + feM2 
= -L .  (4.33) 

-|co| + V2t^ + fcM2_ 

Since there cire the same number of each of these integrals in the summation, 

they cancel, leaving us with one integral over (ui,Mc(0)) and one integral over 

{uc{n), u). It is relatively easy to see that this gives the Scime result as Ceise 1. 

3. Case 3. Here we have Wc(n) <u < ujji+1) where n is odd, which results in one 

extra integral of the same form as 1^. However, the limits leeid to cancelation 

and we are once agedn left with the result of Case 1. 

Thus, we find that equation (4.31) is the correct expression for v{u) regardless 

of the location of u inside the wall. This expression also holds for any value of k"^. 
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Similarly, we can use 

^  _  p « _  
dX 

to find that a photon wiil also satisfy (for A: ^ 0) 

(4.34) 

u(A) = V + ^ arcsin | kq{X - Ai) + arcsin sing(ui — ( p )  (4.35) 

and 

u { X )  =  ( p  +  ̂  arcsin (A — Ai) + sin9(«i — ip) 
1 
q 

{k = 0). (4.36) 

For a particle, rather than a photon, passing through a type II wall, similar 

ccilculations provide us with (for all A;) 

. . sgn(co) t;(u) = 1/1+ . X 

In 

qA 

|co|tang(ti — y?) + \/c^(l + tctn'^ q{u — y>)) + (fc^ + 1)A^ 

-\co\/qux + >/c§(l + l/q^ul) + + l)A'^ 
(4.37) 

( \ 1 • / / U[T) = (P—axcsm<4/ 
q  L Y  

cg + A2(A:2 + l) 
yl2(A:2 + 1) sm 

qy/k"^ + 1 
-  n )  

— arcsm 
A2(ifc2 + 1) 

)}  (4.38) 
V^l + q^uf Y CQ + A^(k^ + 1) 

We will always have problems at u = «c in the original coordinates (4.19). A 

photon passing through the wall and actually reaching the singularity at tt = Uc will 

reach the singulcirity at a value of the ciffine parameter A = Ac defined by 

A^ — Ai + 
A / k^A^ 
kq^'^'^y 4 +k^A^ 

,A:#0 (4.39) 

A® = Ai + 
qco 

,k = Q. (4.40) 
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However, in both cases, A: = 0 and A: 0 we find that t;(u) diverges as u —<• û {0). 

This would seem to indicate that the photon becomes trapped in the Wcdl , but this 

requires a wall that is thick enough (ie. has Icirge enough fi) to bend the light 180 

degrees &om its original path in region 1, so that a photon with P' > 0 ends up with 

P' < 0 and vice versa. This implies that the light cones at a point "tip over" and 

close up.^ In order to avoid this problem , we introduce coordinates that emphasize 

the preferred nature of null geodesic motion for photons. These "null coordinates" 

have the effect of ensuring that the light cones always remain the same shape, without 

ever tipping over or closing up. 

4.2.3 Null Coordinates 

To avoid this singularity in the metric, we introduce null coordinates, rj and 77 such 

that 

•q = v + u,, fj = v —u, (4.41) 

with defined &om the null geodesies of (4.19) in the following manner. Along such 

geodesies with A: = 0, we have 0 = so that v = constant ± where 

u, = J j^du =-^ln.\ secq{u — (p)+ tajiq{u - (p)\. (4.42) 

A further coordinate change will lead to a metric which is not singular a X  u  =  U r -

Let 

a = (4.43) 

The metric then becomes 

^See [39], chapter 31, concerning this in the Schwarzschild metric. 
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The new metric clearly has problems at a/? = — 1, but this not part of the original uv 

coordinate space, since (4.43) implies that a > 0 and /? > 0 in the original coordinates. 

The first of the singularities in the original coordinates occurs at n = 0 in the 

expression (4.26). It is straightforward to show that this implies a/? = 0 at this 

critical value of u. It is also clear &om the new form of the metric (4.44) ajid the 

general form of the geodesic equations (4.1) that the geodesies in these coordinates 

cire the solutions of 

_ 20 1^0 2a (dny 
ds^ I + ap \ds) ds^ 1 + Q.p \ds) 

+ + l)/4 
ds ds \ 

particles 
photons (4.46) ^2(1 + a)0)2fc2/4 

where we take ds^ = dX"^ for photons and ds^ = di^ for particles, and k"^ = (F^)^ + 

(P®)^. Clearly, for the simple planair case, fc = 0 we have photons traveling along 

<2 or /? constant so that the first "singularity" encountered at a/? = 0 is actually a 

nuU-hypersurface (ie. pjirt of a Ught cone.) 

H  /  

II o
 

•4 
•"^u = u, 

a 

FIGURE 4.2. Schematic of the a/? coordinates. The future light cones axe marked by 
(+) signs and the past by (—) signs. Note that the line a = P corresponds to i; = 0 
in the original coordinates. 

We Cein also compute from the relationship between the two sets of coordinates 
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that for particles (defining x as q{u — (p) for convenience) 

a = exp[-g^(t; +«»)] 

_ exp{-qAvi) 
Isecx + tanx| 

-|ca|/gui + y/4{l + l/^uf) + (F + 1)7̂  
sgn(co) 

|co| tan X + \/co(l +tan^x) + (k^ + 1)^4^ 

with a similar expression for /?. This leads directly to the result that, as q{u — (p) = x 

approaches T/2, the location of the singularity at afi = 0, we find that 

r— r ^ ^ ® />• -io\ 
\ 1 + y/\ + q^u\ + (A:2 + l)A^q^u\/(^ cq < 0 

The expressions for (3 are the same, except that the conditions on CQ are reversed. 

Taking derivatives, we find that (for the case ib = 0) 

Htt, —-i -9Ci|co|exp(gAK|)/2 cq > 0 
x-^lidr \ —g>l^exp(-g>l|vi|)/4|co|ci cq < 0 \ • ) 

where ci = [—1 + \/H- q^u\{l + .(42/co)J fqux. Again, the results for lima;_+x/2/? are 

similar, but with the conditions on CQ swapped. Notice that, for the case CQ < 0 and 

v\ > 0, the expression (4.47) clearly shows that a —0 as vi —• oo. One must reaJize 

that in eveiluating this limit, one must also deal with the dependence of the constant 

CO on ui, through the expressions (4.23) (or the corresponding expression for particles 

with i ^ 0) and (4.24). 

This series of computations shows quite clearly that the apparent singularity at 

afi = 0 is in fact only a coordinate problem in the uv coordinates. In the null 

coordinates, particles follow well-defined paths and have well-defined momenta, even 

as they approach the singularity. The real question then is what happens on the other 

side of the singularity? Note that the singularity a/? = 0 is a null geodesic. To see 

this note that equation (4.46) with A; = 0 for photons shows that the null-geodesics 

follow either a constant or {3 constjuit. The illustration below (figure 4.2) shows the 

a/? coordinates with the light cones msu'ked. Particle paths su^e &ee to pass through 

the null hypersurface at the coordinate singulcirity. However, in doing so, they leave 
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the range of coordinates which correspond to the original uv coordinates, which have 

a> 0 and /? > 0. The fact that the uv coordinates do not represent the entire range 

of coordinates is similzir to what occurs for particles or photons at the Schwarzschild 

radius in the Schwarzschild solution. In that case, the description of what happens on 

the other side of the boundeuy was answered by the coordinate systems introduced by 

Kniskal and Szkeres. These coordinates are discussed in chapter 31 of [39]. Finding a 

way to patch the a/? coordinates past the singularity into the region 3 uv coordinates 

is still an open problem at the present. 

4.2.4 Solutions to the Equations 

The goedesic equations in null coordinates, (4.45) eind (4.46), can be solved einalyti-

caJly. First, we decouple the equations by writing down and solving aji appropriate 

second order differential equation for the quantity 

tz; = (l + a/?)". (4.50) 

Differentiating the expression once with respect to r produces (note that (') indicates 

the derivative with respect to r) 

w = n(l + a/3)^~^{a/3 + /?a). 

A second differentiation with respect to r produces 

dPw 
~ fA.2/:>2 , /o2^2 {drP + /3 or + 2aPaP) + ^(^/^ + 0a + 2a(3 

(l+a/9)2 1 + aP 

One can then make use of the geodesic equations above, see (4.45) and (4.46), to 

eliminate a, /?, and their derivatives from the expression, in favor of terms involving 

w and w. For particles^, this equation is simply 

dPw [n + 1) / dw 
\ dr 

(n + 1)/' 
J 2 w 

(4.51) 

^As usual, for photons, simply replace fe' + 1 by fc' and r by A. 
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This equation is difficult to solve for general n, but the nonlinear term giving rise 

to the difficulties Ccin be eliminated by choosing n = — 1. The resulting linear, non-

homogeneous equation can then be solved to find that 

= 1 ~ fi"" ~ 1 + /(r - Ti) 

where 

f [ t )  =  A  cos Af + S sin Af, (4.53) 

amd the constants are given by 

A^ = + 1) A = 2w\ — 1 ~ (4.54) 

The constants wi cind wi axe determined from the initial conditions by 

aiPi + di/?i 
(1 + aiA)' 

^ , A • "1^1 "1^1 (A CT:\ u/x = 1 + Wi = -ttt— 

Redefining the constants cillows us to write 

f { t )  =  K  cos(At — tj)). (4.56) 

The constants K and tp are expressed in terms of the previous A ajid B cis 

K'^=A^-\- B^, tan V = f. (4.57) 

For a particle with P* = 0 in region I, we find that 

+ (4.58) 
+ i 

Once the geodesic equations have been uncoupled, we are left with two first order 

equations for A(T) and /3(T), which have the solutions 

P{T) = piexp^J g{t)d^ (4.59) 
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where we have defined 

_ -(JZ/rft) ± y/(df/dt)' - A'(l - P) 
' I — 

and / is given by the expression above (4.56). These Cein be further integrated and 

simplified to the form 

, _ COS0- ll-Kcos[A(r - n) -1//] cos[A(r - n) + <t>+] . 
\ Pi cos^+ Y 1 + if cos[A(r — T I )  — COS[A(T — T I ) + 0_] 

B(t\ = ll - K  cos[A(r - Ti) - ip] cos[A(r - ti) + <(>.] 
y ai cos0_ ^ l + Kcos[A(r — Ti) — V*] COS[A(T — ti) + <t>+\' 

The constants <i)± eire functions of the initial conditions given in terms of A, By eind 

C = VA^ + B2 _ 1 by: 

.  ̂  A B ± C  , A c - i \  tan<^± = 

One question to eisk now is how the geodesies compare with the previous results for 

a singulckr wall. From (4.52) we notice that a/S = 0 implies that 1—K cos[A(r—rx)— 

must go to zero. This would force both a and P to zero simultcineously, in contreist 

to the results of (4.47) and the comments immediately following this expression. The 

only way that this can be axrcounted for is if there is some cancellation with the 

COS[A(T — TI) + 4>±] term. In fact, it can be shown that for general initied conditions 

(ie. genercd (ai,Pi, ai,Pi) which satisfy (4.45)) and (4.46) the expression 

V'l — K cos[A(r — n) — ^] 
cos[A(r — n) + 4>^] 

approaches a non-zero constant as a approaches zero. Similar calculations Cein be used 

to show that the corresponding expression with 0+ repleiced by also approaches a 

non-zero constant as P approaches zero. 

4.3 Approximations 

All of the approximations we deal with cire based on the so-called "sudden" approx

imation. Here we take the thickness of the wall Au = U2 — Ui to be first order in 
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some small parameter, say 0 < ^ « I. We then find that Av, the change in v as 

the psirticle or photon passes through the wall, is also first order in 6 (see below.) 

However, there cire different approaches to the sadden approximation. Two of these 

cire outlined below. Throughout this section and the next, only the situation A; = 0 

and ii = 0 will be considered. This greatly simplifies the expressions for the purpose 

of obtciining physical information. 

These techniques for approeiching the problem involve approximating the quan

tities q etnd /z. There are two limiting choices. If g is a qujintity of order 1, then 

yL = q£^u will be of order 1 as well. We refer to this as the Newtonian Sudden Ap

proximation (NSA). Alternatively, we can choose to let q be large (essentially infinite) 

which makes a quantity of order 1. This b referred to as the Relativistic Sudden 

Approximation (RJSA). One of the main effects of these approximations is to simplify 

the results for the constants and in equations (3.27) and (3.28) so as to allow 

for ecisy approximation to the chcinge in the momenta of particles and photons. 

This will be accomplished through the chain rule cind equations (4.5), (4.6), and 

(3.36). In region 3, particles have momenta 

and similcLrly 

P '  _  r f f  _  d z  d u  d z  d v  _  d z d u  ^ d z d v  
rriQ dr dudr'^ dvdr dudr'^ dv dr' 

P* di du ^^didv 
~ aF j~- (4.65) rriQ dudr dvdr 

The momenta of photons in region 3 can be expressed through these szune relations, 

but with, of course, different expressions for P™ eind P™. We now turn to deriving 

expressions for the constants that appear in the momenta relations. These approx

imations will be utilized in section 4.4 for finding approximations to the observed 

redshifts of photons emitted by sources peissing through the walls. 
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constant NSA RSA 
A-*- 1 + q^uiAu qui sinh /x + cosh [i 
B+ ui(l + A u f u i )  U i  cosh f J L  
A- 1 — (fuiAu —qui sin + cos fi 
B- ui(l + Au/ui) ui cos fi 

TABLE 4.1. Table of NSA and RSA approximations for the constants and 

4.3.1 The Constants and Av 

For case I, the constants in region 3 can be approximated by a straight-forward Taylor 

series expansion around /* = 0 of the expressions for and given 

in (3.31) and (3.32). To get the results for use in the R5A, we note that there is no 

convenient way to approximate A^. This is due to the fact that the expression for 

A^ (3.31) involves terms of order q which is large, and it includes terms of order 1 

for fixed values of However, B'^ w Ui cosh fi for large q. 

The NSA expressions for the constants in case 11 Cein be approximated by a similar 

Taylor series approach. For the RSA we use the exact value of A~ for the same 

reasons that an approximation is not used in case 1. We take B~ « -ujcos/i. The 

values of these approximations cire summarized in table 4.1. Note that the case II 

RSA approximation typically has A~ < 0 since q is large. However, if g = («! tan 

then A~ = 0 which reduces the metric in region 3 to the Minkowski metric with a 

quick relabeling of u —» f, B~v = uxv/cos 

The expressions for Av, the change in t; as the particle or photon passes through 

the wall, are easy to obtain in the NSA setting. One simply takes the expression for 

v(u) given in (4.16) for case I ajid (4.31) or (4.37) for case II, evaluated aX u = U2 and 

then Taylor expand this result to first order in fi. One must be careful to replace all 

instances of qAu appeciring in the expression by fi. The result for photons is shown 

in table 4.2. These results Ccin also be obtained by approximating the relationship 

between Au cuid Av in the geodesic equations. This is a more direct and much simpler 
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Case NSA RSA 
e = +l Au/ux ^ arctan(c'') 
e= -1 sign(co)Au/ui ^ 1 ^ A* + tan ̂ 1 

TABLE 4.2. Limiting values of Av for photons when A; = ii = 0. 

Case NSA RSA 
e = +l An 

m tanh |vi 1 ^ larctin(e') - fj 

e = -1 ^tanhui sign(co)9tii In tanh |ui|tan/t+ y 1 + tanh^ |vi| tan^/z 

TABLE 4.3. Limiting values of Av for particles when k = zi =0. 

technique. The RSA expressions for Av are somewhat hcirder to obtain, but the same 

approaches can be applied. Note that if A; = = 0 then the expressions for CQ 

cq = ui cosh Vi (case I) co = —ui sinh vi (case II) 

can be inserted into the expressions for Av with the NSA results 

~ "TT—r = Autmhj^ (case II). (4.66) 
ttitanh|vi| ^ ' ui ^ ^ ' 

In either case, 2is ux increases, the change in v decrecises. Also, as vi —» —oo in case 

I, we see that Au —Au/ui. In case II, we note that eis Ui —• ±oo the expression 

for Av approaches ^Au/ui, which is exactly the expression for the change in u for a 

photon. Thus, the feirther away &om z = 0 that a peirticle encounters a type II wall, 

the more photon-like the resulting boost that the particle receives is. Note that the 

RSA values of Av for peirticles intercicting with a case II wall approach the values for 

photons as |t;i| increaises. However, the values for case I Wedls seem to fail this test. 

4.3.2 Change in Momenta for Particles 

The observer will interact with a case I wall at (ui,r;i) with F" = Cofu\. However, 

the chain rule and the definition of t; in region I tell us that = dv/dr = dv/dt = 
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zo/tti > 0 for an observer at rest at z = ZQ- Thus, in case I, CO = ZQ > 0- Further, 

u = /A^ at u = U2 in region 3 and D{u) = so that (4.64) becomes 

dz 
dr 

= (cosh v)P^ + A"^tt(sinh v)P" 

= cosh{A-*-V2)J-^y ~ ^ sinh(A+U2) 

Co 
B+ cosh(A'''v2) 

f-

B+^ 
+ sinh(A''"u2) (4.67) 

Now in the NSA we have 

A^V2 = A^^vi + Au) « (1 + <^ui^u){y\ + Au) « + Au + q^uii/iAu = ui + A 
(4.68) 

(where A includes all terms to first order in AM) to first order so that 

cosh(^•'•1/2) « cosh vi cosh A + sinh vi sinh A « coshUi + A sinh A, and (4.69) 

sinh(X"''i;2) ~ sinhui + Acoshvi- (4.70) 

Equation (4.67) then becomes 

Co dz 
dr 

I u? / A7/A ^ 
(cosh Vi + A sinh ^ 

CO Au\ 
R5 — 1 ) X 

Ui \ Ui J 

I u? ti? Ati 
(cosh r/i + A sinh ^1)y ^ ~ ~ ^ cosh vi 
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McJdng use of the approxiination y/a-i-bx « y/a + and noting that 

^ ^ = 2 "^2— = —r2— so 1 ~ 3 = (4-71) 
Cq ^0 ttjcosh ui cosh ui eg 

euid we Cein drop terms of order to get 

dz en f 1 
dr Ui [sinh 

H —(Ar; + q^UiViAu) fa q^UiViAu. (4.72) 
[sinh vi Ui cosh t;i 

Since observers at rest in region 1 make contact with the wall at ui < 0 (see section 

3.3,) we see that ^ < 0 so that the observer is forced into a second intercLction with 

the wail, this time passing &om region 3 into region 1. 

In general, we find that 

A'*'V2 = A îvi + Av) = (cosh/i + gui sinh^)(t;i + Av). (4.73) 

Expanding this expression we see that 

= v\ cosh n + quiAv sinh fi + Av cosh fi + quyVi sinh fj. (4.74) 

which has two terms of order zero, one term of order 6 and one term that is very 

Izirge in the RSA. Applying the formulae for cosh(a + b) and sinh(a + 6) and letting 

X = vi cosh /i + quiAv sinh (the order zero terms) zind y = Av cosh n (the order one 

term) we have 

cosh A^V2 = cosh(gtiit;i sinh /i) [cosh x cosh y + sinh x sinh y\ 

+ sinh(5WiVi sinh f i )  [sinh x  cosh y  + cosh x  sinh y] 

sinh A^V2 = sinh(9Uit;i sinh fi) [cosh x  cosh y  + sinh i sinh y \  

+ cosh(g7iiUi sinh /x) [sinh x  cosh y  + cosh x sinh y ] .  

In the RSA, q is large and vi < 0 so that 

cosh(9UiVx sinh ^) « (4.75) 
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and sinh(9Uit;i sinh/x) » — cosh(9UiVi sinh From these approximations we see 

that 

coshi4'*'TA2 ~ exp (gui|t;i|sinh/i — Avcosh.fi — r/icosh/x — quiAv smb. fi) (4.76) 

and that sinh A^V2 ~ — coshA'^v^. Putting ail of this together and using « 1 + x 

for small x, we get 

dr ui cosh fi 
(1 - AT; cosh /QfAI > r i n h / T + 9 » » Msinb^ (4.77) 

The factor in brackets is clearly negative, so we again see that ^ < 0 in case I. Since 

this holds for the two extremes where q is small and q is large, we can expect this to 

hold for intermediate values of q so that, as a general rule, the sudden approximation 

will result in < 0. 

In case 11 we must allow for the possibility that CQ and vi take either sign. In 

fact, here P° = dv/dr = dv/dt = —ZQ/UI for observers at rest in region 1. Again 

a = B~/A~ and C{u) = at (uj, u?) in region 3 so that (4.64) caji be written 

as 

^ = (sinh v)P^ + i4~iZ(cosh v)P^ 

= sinh(A U2)y + 1 + ^ sinh(A va) 

N 
B-

/ B-^ 
sinh(A~V2)J 1 + + sign(co) cosh(A~t;2) (4.78) 

The NSA approach then gives us 

A~V2 = (1 — 9^uiAtt)(ui + Au) « vi + Av — Atf = ui + A (4.79) 

so that, to first order we have 

cosh A~V2 « cosh ui + A sinh ui, sinh A~V2 « sinh Vi + A cosh Vi (4.80) 
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which reduces (4.78) to 

dz 
dr 

Co 
(sinh ui + A cosh vi) 

( i +  

+sigii(co)(cosh + Asinhui) 

r u? Ati 

V 

Using standard first order approximations and noting that 

u-I 
Cfl ZQ Ui sinh^ vi sinh^ vi 

we can rewrite the velocity as 

1 J 1 , and 1 + = 
Cq tanh^ Vl 

(4.81) 

^ ss —^UiViAu 
CLT 

(4.82) 

which tcikes the sign opposite Vi and hence the same as eg for an observer initially at 

rest. This indicates that the wall "focuses" material toward its center, where v = 0. 

For the RSA we find that 

coshyl~i;2 w exp(gTii|t;i| sin/i4- |Ar;| cos ft — sign(ct))(9UiAvsin/x — cosfi))  
(4.83) 

and sinhA~U2 « sign(co)cosh yl~W2 which results in the first order approximation to 

the velocity as 

^ « ———(1 + iAuicos/i) 
dr cos /X 

ufcos^u 
1 +  ^  ^ + 1  

Co 

exp {sign(co)(r;i cos fx — Ausin/z) + qui\v\\sin (JL) . (4.84) 

Again, this quantity takes the Scime sign as eg so that the "focusing" effect is present 

at the extremes of /x small and q large, so that the intermediate values of q should 

also lead to this focusing. An illustration of the focusing effect is shown for both case 

I and case n in figure 4.3. 
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z,z 

FIGURE 4.3. Illustration of the focusing effect on peirticles in case I (left) emd Ccise 
II (right). 

4.3.3 Change in Momenta for Photons 

We know photons are traveling in the same direction in region 3 after emerging from 

the wall as they travelled in region 1 due to two facts. First, they are photons and 

region 3 is simply a flat space-time for both types of walls. Thus region 3 Ceinnot 

induce any new effects on the photons. Second, is constant throughout edl regions, 

indicating that if P" is positive in region 1 then it will remain positive throughout. 

This implies that only two things can happen to photons. They could shift to paths 

which are parallel displaced from their original paths cifter pcissing through region 2. 

The photon could also undergo a red- or blue-shift in observed frequency. 

The first possibility simply involves ccilculating Au through region 2 for a photon 

which enters the wall at (tti, vi) and emerges at (u2, vi+Av). The question of changes 

in intrinsic energy is investigated in this section. Section 4.4 eiddresses the calculation 

of observed redshifts. 

As a check to these approximations, the value of P' should approach P' both as 

Au and q approach zero, in the NSA, and as fjL approaches zero, in the RSA. These 
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conditions arise &om the obvious fact that, in the absence of the wall, the photon is 

traveling in flat space eind there should be no change in its energy anywhere along its 

path. 

In case I, we see that 

P' = sinhuiA/^ + uicoshui^ = —(sinhui + coshri) = —e^. (4.85) 
y uf u\ ui 

Note that we are using do as the constant of the motion for photons, rather than 

CO, which we reserve for particles. This will allow us to keep track of information in 

particle-photon interactions such as the redshift measurements described in section 

4.4. We can edso note that all photons which will eventually interact with a type I wall 

have do > 0 so that it is unnecessary to introduce the sign of do into the calculations. 

We can then calculate 

i"" = cosh = A.-'*". (4.86) 

Introducing the NSA vcJues for A'^ and we see that 

w ^ ̂ 1 — exp{vi + Av + g^UiViAu} 

« —e^ (l — (1 + Av + q^uiViAu) 
til V / 

P' ^1 — + Av -H g^tiiViAti^ 

so that, using the NSA value for At;, 

P* « P*(l + q^uiViAu). (4-87) 

This shows us that, there are two categories of photons, depending on the sign of 

vi. The first category of photons enters region 3 with do and vi both positive. They 

undergo an increase in energy. Category two photons, on the other hand, have do 
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positive and Vi negative. They lose energy. Also notice that this expression for P* does 

satisfy the conditions laid out above for checking the validity of the approximations. 

RSA photon interactions can also be calculated from (4.65) using the appropriate 

values of the constants. 

do 
P* ~ —exp{(cosh^i +g«isinh/i)(ux + Au)} 

Ui cosh [i 

^ — _wx co«h/i+A»co8h/i+^ttiAw«mh/i+g«it>i «inh/* 
~ ui cosh^ 

J5J pt ̂  H^quiAi»«inhttj.<nni;i »inhu 
cosh^ 

In order for P* > P* we must have 

_ ln(cosh/i) — ln(l + Avcoshfj.) — quiAvsinh fi , 
= cosh;,-1 + ^1 sinh^ • 

As q becomes infinitely large and fi remains fixed, we find Uc —• 0 using the appropriate 

expression firom table 4.2 for Av. Using the relationship ln(l + z) « r we see that 

Vc > 0 when A^Av < ln(cosh/£) which is always true for large enough values of q. 

Thus, in the RSA, category one photons have vi > Vc and category two photons have 

Vi < v^. 

In this case, we find 

[cosh vi + sign(cio) sinh ui] 
til 

= (4 89) 
Ui 

We actuzdly have two categories of photons since do and vi can take either sign. 

Category one photons enter the wall with doVi > 0 (oblique to the wall) while category 

two photons enter the wall with doVi < 0 (transverse to the wjiil.) 

For case 11, 

4 = (coshui)*/ ^ + til—2 sinht;i = 

'V® 
P' = coshi4 V2\l ̂  > + uA ^ cosh .A V2 = (4.90) 

w C\u) A-
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z,z 

transverse 
photon oblique photons 

transverse 
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Case I Case n 

FIGURE 4.4. Dlustration of the categories of photons. 

The NSA Vcdues of the constants give 

« exp {sign(do) [t/i + Av — Au] } 

^ |^^sign(<fo) + sign(cio)(Av — q^u\ViAu\ 

« P* ^1 — ——h signAu — sign(do)9^Uit;i Au^ 

so that the energy in region 3 is given approximately by 

P' « P*(l — sign(do)9^wiUiA«). (4 91) 

The difference in the two categories of photons is more apparent. Photons which 

strike the Weill transversely gain intrinsic energy as they pass into region 3. Photons 

which strike the wall obliquely loose intrinsic energy. This expression for the relative 

change in energy is little different from the NSA expression in case I and also satisfies 
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the conditions listed after (4.65). 

For RSA photons, 

P' « —!—•— exp {sign(do)(cos/i — qui sin At)(vi + Av)} 
COSf l  

pt ri + sign(do)At; cos/t gSign(«fe)»i(co«,»-i) ^ 
I cos fJL 

g-Sign(<ib)?uiAiism/ig-Slgn(<io)5Uit>i sin/t 

SO that P' > P* if 

sign(6io)vi < Uc = 
In(cos^) — ln(l + |Au| cos /i) + 9Ui|Au| sin n 

(4.92) 
cos ̂  — 1 — qui sin fi 

Category one photons most satisfy |vi| < Vc and category two photons must have 

1^11 > —Vc- We also find that Uc -+ 0 as g grows without bound. 

4.4 Redshift Measurements 

To calculate observed redshifts, we must consider «in observer traveling through the 

wall. If this observer receives photons of a peirticular energy from a fixed source both 

before and after passing through the wall, then the two photons can be compared 

and the observed redshift computed. For simpUcity, we deal only with observers that 

are initially at rest in region 1. If we farther consider only zt-plcuieir photons eind 

observers (hence, /: = 0 for both) then the familiar expression for observed energy 

(see, for example, [60]) 

where £7° = dx°' /dT is the four-velocity of the observer and is the four-momentum 

of the photon, Mrill let us calculate the energy an observer measures for a photon 

received in either region 1 or 3. 

In region 1, the observer hcis four-velocity (i/*, £/') = (1,0,0,0). The 

photon passes through into region 2 at (tii,5i) with P® = emerges into 

®obs = V'P" = (4.93) 
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region 3 at {u2,V2) with P® = cLQ/B̂ ^. The observer would then detect a photon in 

region 1 with energy 

= !ffoleSign(<fe)v, 
Ml 

(4.94) 

In region 3, we have that IP and U' for the observer are both non-zero. For the 

photon P' = sign(do)Pr This gives us that 

£?3 = P'[c/*"-sign(do)£^']. (4.95) 

For observers, the line element indicates that ga^V^U^ = 1 so that 

IF = Y/L + {U'Y « 1 + \{U'F « 1 (4.96) 

if C/' is small (of order 5) 2is is true in the sudden approximation. Thus, the observer-

photon interaction will result in 

We first describe the experimental setups for Veirious observer-photon interactions. 

The approximations which will be used to simplify the calculations described above 

cire discussed next and the final results are presented in section 4.4.2 for redshift 

measurements made involving Newtonian type walls. The results for relativistic wall 

interactions eire not very illuminating, and so are not presented here. 

4.4.1 The Setup 

All redshift measurement have two components: an observer and a source of radia

tion. The source of radiation must be emitting the radiation (a series of photons) 

at a constant frequency (equivalently, energy) so that comparisons between photons 

received imder different conditions can be made. For these calculations, the observer 

euid the source are taken to be at rest in region 1. Along the entire world line of 

the source, photons are emitted toward the observer. Thus, some of the photons are 

Ez « ^^(1 - sign(do)i7')- (4.97) 
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received in region 1, allowing the observer to get a base measurement on the energy 

of the photons from the source. 

In case II, the observer will enter the wall first, and then receive a momentum 

boost eiccording to either equation (4.72) or (4.82). After receiving the boost, photons 

emitted from the at-rest source in region 1 will pass through the wall, into region 3, 

receiving aa energy shift of their own. The observed energy of these photons Cein 

be compared with the region 1 measurements in order to determine the redshift or 

blueshift in the photons. Lastly, the source will enter region 3 after passing through 

the wall. Photons emitted at this phase are passing through flat space only, and so 

tiny observed momentum shift is due only to the relative momenta of the observer 

and source, due to their interaction with the wall. Note that there are two possible 

ways that this series of measurements casi be msule. If the source eind observer are on 

the same "side" of the wall, so that they each pass into the wall with the same sign 

of the V coordinate, the momentum boosts are cdl in the same direction. However, if 

the observer and source enter the wall with opposite signs of v then the momentum 

boosts are towcird each other. These cases are illustrated in figure 4.5. 

Observer Source Source 

z,z z,z 
Observer 

FIGURE 4.5. Two different series of measurements for a c«ise H WciU. 

In case I, the situation is a bit more complex. Rather than just two possible chciins 

of interactions, the series is complicated due to the geometry of the case I walls. It 
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is possible that everything could take place in exactly the same fashion as laid out 

above for case 11, except that the observer at rest will always encounter the wall with 

V < 0. The photons from the source can enter with either sign of v. However, if these 

photons enter with v > 0, then the source will not interact with the wall, since it will 

remain in region 1 forever. The figure below (4.6) illustrates these possibilities. 

Source 

^Observer 

z,z 

Observer 

z,z 

Source 

FIGURE 4.6. Two different series of measurements for a case I wall. 

The situation could also be reversed so that the source interacts with the weill, 

while the observer remains in region 1 forever. There axe also the added complications 

that (a) the source and observer could peiss into region 2, and re-emerge into region 1 

without passing into region 3; (b) after entering region 3, all observers (and photons 

with P' < 0 in region 1) wiU have a second interaction with the WeJl, passing from 

region 3 into region 1. Thus, for a case I w«dl, there are many more Ccises which must 

be explored. 
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Source 

z,z 

Observer 

Source 

z,z 

Observer 

FIGURE 4.7. Other possible interactions for a case I wall. 

4.4.2 The Results for Weak Interactions 

For a case I wall when the source and observer both pass into region 3, we can use 

the results above (see tables 4.2 and 4.3) to find 

Ez « P*(l + q^uiVxdku){l — (^u\Vx^u) « ^i(l + (J^ux{yx — vi)Au). (4.98) 

Since the photon must enter the wall with vi > vi for the observer to detect it in 

region 3, we see that ^3 > so that the observer detects a blue-shifted photon, 

regardless of whether the photon is category one or two. 

Case n wails produce a similar result. Using the previous results, we find 

E3 fa P'(l — sign(do)g^uiViAu)(l + sign(clo)g^iiiViAu) 

« ^1(1 — sign(do)9^tti(i;x - T;i)Ati) 

«  ^ 1 ( 1 —  u i l A t t ) .  ( 4 . 9 9 )  

Again, we note that this quantity is always greater than Bi for all detectable interac

tions. The NBA results then indicate that photons always undergo an appcirent blue-
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shift as seen by planar observers which are initially at rest traveling along geodesies 

and passing through the wall. This result holds for both case I and case II walls, 

regardless of whether the photon is of category one or two. 

4.5 Interactions with Particle Rings 

In order to make comparison with observations, we turn now to modeling the inter

action of a pseudo-galaxy with a case II tachyon wall. However, for the purposes 

of this work, we will consider a restricted set of interactions. The program MAT-

LAB has been used to implement these simulations. The following parameters and 

eissumptions have guided the numerical simulations. 

1. The galaxy is treated cis rings of distinct masses surrounding a central core. 

The only gravitational interactions within the gsdcLxy cire the central forces that 

the massive central core exerts on the outer rings of masses. Thus, there are no 

self interactions among the stars of the gzdaxy. 

2. The central core of the galao^ passes through the "center" of the wall at u = 0. 

One possible interpretation of this is that the center of the galaxy spontaneously 

creates the teichyon wall at time t = U\ through some, as yet unexplained, 

mechanism. 

3. For now, the gedactic disk passes through the wall in such a way that the cicuiar 

disk of the gedaxy lies in the xz plane, with the rotational cLxis parallel to the 

y axis. This has the effect of limiting the momentum boost from the wail to a 

boost in the z direction only. 

4. An NSA type case 11 tachyon wall is used for the interactions. For this case, 

we have good estimates for the walls effects, without resorting to the complex, 

exact formulae given above. 
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The galcucy starts the simulation as a circular distribution of masses, which can 

be thought of as stars. After interaction with the wall, the masses have (a) moved to 

new positions, and (b) received momentum boosts. These effects change the orbital 

parameters of the orbiting masses, as discussed in section 4.5.1. The new positions 

and orbital pcirameters axe used to compute the subsequent positions of the masses 

in time, after the tachyon wall has passed and the space is entirely flat. 

Individual 

Central 

FIGURE 4.8. Schematic of a galaxy used in the interactions. The case II wall used 
in the intercictions is cdigned as shown in figure 3.2 so that the central bulge of the 
galaxy passes through at v = 0 and the wall is expanding along the z (horizontal) 
cixis shown. 

For a mass located at { z , x )  encountering the wall at t = ui, the v coordinate of 

the mass is given by 

sinhv = 
y/x^ + cosd 

Ui 
(4.100) 

where tan d  =  x / z .  If the mass has velocity v,t + v^ j  then the mass will receive a 

boost in Vz due to interaction with the wall. This boost is given (see section 4.3) by 
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the expression 

Av = —^uivAu (4.101) 

for a wall with a thickness Au and density q. The relations above show that, for Au 

small, the mass will emerge into region 3 at a new z location given approximately by 

2/= (« + A«) sinh(u + Av) (4.102) 

where 

(4.103) 
+ 1) 

is calculated &om the approximations above in table 4.3. The x position of the 

particle is unaffected by the wall, as shown by the geodesic equations above (4.2). 

For the purposes of these simulations, we use values for the galaxy mass and radius 

that are roughly based on the Milky Way galaxy. The parameters are summarized in 

t able 4.4. The constants c cuid G are the speed of light amd Newton's gravitational 

constant, respectively. The notation "ly" stands for light yezirs. For this simulation, 

units are used so that c = 1 eind G = 1. 

Total Mass of Galaxy 1.6el6 m 
Mass of Centred Bulge 5.6el3 m 
Radius of Galaxy 8e20 m 
Radius of Central Bulge 1.6e20 m 

TABLE 4.4. Parameters for galaxies used in simulations. The imits eire geometrized, 
so that everything is measured in meters, using the definition that c = G = 1. These 
units give that one second is equivalent to 3e8 meters and one kilogram of mass is 
equivalent to approximately l.SelO meters. 

We find that the interaction with the wall has very little observable effect on the 

distribution of stars in the toy galaxies initially. For a Newtonicin (weak) wadl the 

initially circular distribution of stars is reduced to an ellipse because of changes in 
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position cifter the interaction. However, the eccentricity of the ellipse is very close to 

zero, since we are working with very small values of q and Au in order to ensure that 

the wall does not eject some of the stars from orbit because of excessive boosts in 

momentiim. This phenomenon occurs when the wall generates resulting eccentricities 

greater than or equal to one, so that the stars are on non-closed hyperbolic or parabolic 

orbits, respectively. The interaction with the wall also produces significant momentum 

boosts for the stars in the galasy for relatively minor values of q and Au, which 

measure the pressure cuid thickness of the wall. The subsequent evolution, under 

Newtonian central-body gravitation, produces interesting structures, some of which 

cire reminiscient of spiral arms. 

4.5.1 Orbital Parameters 

For a thorough overview of orbital mechanics and dynamics, the reader is referred to 

[27], extensive use of which has been made in the present work. As described therein, 

The determination of the orbital parcimeters, and hence the dynamical evolution, is 

rather straightforward, if one has the proper information. In the orbital reference 

system of a mctss, m, which is orbiting a central mass located at the origin, the 

Cartesian coordinates of such a mass are related to the orbital pcirameters for an 

elliptic orbit through simple relations. In the orbital reference system, the perihelion 

of the orbit lies on the z axis, as shown in figure 4.9. The eccentricity of the orbit is 

e and the mean orbital distance is a. The mean motion of the orbit, n is related to 

a through n = y/GM/a? where G is Newton's gravitational constant and M is the 

mass of the central body. 

The relationships between the orbital parameters and the actual positions of the 

mass are given by 

z = a(cos E — e) x = aVl — sin E (4.104) 
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vclodty 

Mass 

Central 
Bulge 

perihelion 

FIGURE 4.9. Graphic of the orbital reference system. 

na^ . _ i na^y/l — 
z = sm^ x = cosE. (4.105) 

r r 

Here r is the distance of the meiss from the central body at time ^ is the eccentric 

cinomaly, a measure of where the mziss is during its orbit. Given that region 3 is 

flat spcice, the orbital parameters will remadn constant in region 3 since there are no 

further gravitational reactions due to the wall. In order to calculate the position of 

the mass at a particuleir time, t, one must solve the Kepler equation 

n{ t— T )  =  E  — esa iLE  (4.106) 

for E, where T represents the time at which the mass passes through perihelion. 

The right hand side of this equation is monotonically increasing for 0 < e < 1, so a 

simple method like Netwon's method is sufficient for calculating an ax:curate solution 

to Kepler's equation. 

In order to transfer between the orbital reference system for a given mass cind 

the universal coordinates in which all of the masses are plotted, one computes the 

rotation angle from the z axis up to the perihelion of the orbit. This angle, Cl is given 
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by a combination of the orbital parameters and the velocity of the mass by 

Vg cos E^y/l — + Vx sin £0 
(4.107) 

Vg sin EQ + cos ̂ oVl — 

where EQ is the eccentric anomaly at the start of the orbit. This is given by 

Once these parcuneters have been calculated for a mass cifter its encounter with 

the wall, the orbit can be plotted, assuming that the mass continues under centred 

attraction to the Icirge central mass. 

4.5.2 Simulation Results 

The results of a typical simulation are shown below in figure 4.10. The results shown 

are qualitatively typical for an interaction with a wall which is weak enough (ie. q 

and Au small enough) so that the interaction does not produce boosts large enough 

to eject any of the stars in the galaxy. The MATLAB code has been organized 

to compute the eccentricity of the stars eifter the wall interaction. This is easy to 

do, since the resulting motion is Newtonian, with the oidy force being gravitationcd 

attraction to the centred bulge of the gaia^Qr. If a steir is ejected &om the galajcy, its 

eccentricity will be greater than or equal to one. 

The galeixy shown here is initially composed of five sepcirate rings of one hundred 

stars per ring. Parcuneters for the outer radius of the gcdaxy, the radius of the central 

bulge and the mass of the central bulge can be found in table 4.4. The intereiction 

shown in the figure ran for a time period equcJ to the time it would have tciken the 

unperturbed galaxy to complete ten full rotations. The upper left figure shows the 

distribution of the stars immediately upon emerging into region 3 on the other side 

of the wall. The other figures are plots of the stellar positions at equal time intervals 

during the evolution. This particular sequence was chosen since it illustrates the 

formation of a distribution of stars which strongly suggests spiral arms. Furthermore, 

(4.108) 
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these spired arms rotate around the galaxy for a time. If the simulation is extended 

past the time period shown (say for a time equivalent to fifty rotations of the initial 

galaxy) one can see the subsequent dissolution smd reforming of the spiral arms. This 

cycle of creation and destruction repeats throughout the lifetime of the simulated 

galaxy, although it does not appear to be periodic. 

q=1 .Oe-03, u^=1 .Oe+01, A u=5.0e-02 2 

-500 0 500 
Time step: 3 

A 

-500 0 500 
Time step: 5 

-500 0 500 

-500 0 500 
Time step: 4 

-500 0 500 
Time step: 6 

-500 

FIGURE 4.10. Simulation of a galaxy colliding with a case 11 wall. The paireuneters 
for the wall axe q = 0.001, Au = 0.05 and Ui = 10. The galaxy parameters are listed 
in the table above. The z (horizonatal) and x (vertical) axes are in units of hundred 
of parsecs. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the generation of spiral structures using N-hody 

simulations is costly. Furthermore, these spiral structures are unstable and transient 
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under the best conditions. By combining these techniques it may be possible to 

stabilize the spiral structures. This would involve starting an N-hody galaxy into 

motion, and then imparting momentum boosts to the stars of the galaxy due to 

the passage of a tcurhyon wall through the gcilactic disk as presented above. This 

technique would remain as costly as the previous method, but would be different 

since the momenta of the stars would not be dictated solely by self-interaction with 

the other stars, but also through interaction with the teichyon wall. 

As a further test of this model, one should cdso explore the rotation curves of 

galaxies which have undergone the wall interaction. The rotation curve is simply a 

plot of the linear speed of rotation of a star in the galaxy as a function of its radial 

distance from the gedactic center. Current theories require that the rotation curve 

decrease as one moves outward from the center. Observations of galajdes, however, 

are at odds with this cmd indicate a nearly flat rotation speeds for distant stars. 

Current thinking requires that a halo of "dark matter" surround the geJaxy in order 

to flatten the rotation curve. (For details on rotation curves cind daxk matter halos, 

see [46].) One would probably not expect this model to possess a flat rotation curve, 

since after the interaction the stars have elliptic orbits of v£irying eccentricity so that 

the distance of a star firom the galactic center varies greatly. Likewise, the speed 

of the steir around the central bulge should follow Kepler's second law of motion, 

so that at closer distances, the stars would move faster. However, the momentum 

imparted by the teu:hyon wall increases as the location along the wall, v, increases in 

magnitude. This interplay between the higher momentum of the staxs farther &om 

the center with Kepler's laws might be enough to generate a flat rotation curve. 
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Chapter 5 

GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION 

Gravitational radiation can be thought of as 'Apples" which exist in the background 

space-time of the universe. These solutions to the field equations are analogous to the 

radiative solutions of Maxwell's equations which were found before light was realized 

to be a form of electromagnetic radiation. Unlike this situation, there heis been no 

conclusive detection of gravitational waves. This is mainly because of the rather weak 

nature of the phenomenon of gravitation. A detectable gravitational wave would have 

to be generated by an extreme change in gravitation, such as that ctssociated with 

stellar collapse^. 

Tachyons have been described as generating shock waves in the background of the 

universe [59]. This being the case, it is conceivable that the tiichyon wall solutions 

derived in chapter 3 could give rise to gravitational radiation, which would spill 

out into the region of space-time referred to as region 3. In order to evaluate this 

possiblity, one must formulate the linearized field equations of genercd relativity and 

then evaluate a retarded integral of the stress-energy tensor. This integral can be 

visucdized as being similar to the integral used for evaluating the electrical potential 

outside a continuous charge distibution. 

The first section of this chapter derives expressions for the linearized field equa

tions in terms of small corrections h,u, to the metric. One begins by writing = 

r]fuf + where represents the metric of flat space, written in Minkowski coordi

nates. Under the assumption that |/i^| « 1 for all /i and i/, terms of order \h\^ and 

higher are eliminated from the field equations. In the process, cin expression for the 

stress-energy tensor, r^, of gravitational energy will be derived. This is necessciry, 

^Chapters 35 and 36 of [39] discuss the generation and detection of gravitational waves in detail. 
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cis it will be shown that the fluctuations in the metric of space-time that the wall 

generates in region 3 do not appear to be zero. This is at odds with the interpre

tation presented in section 3.3 where it is shown that region 3 is in fact a region of 

flat space-time (thus, no ripples.) One would thus expect that the metric corrections, 

hfu, are zero. However, the gauge freedom that is inherent to general relativity com

plicates matters. The expression for the stress-energy tensor of gravitation will be a 

way of determining that these non-zero fluctuations in fact carry neither energy nor 

momentum. 

The second section is devoted to deriving the expression for h^u, and for case 

n (e = —1) teU±yon walls. The process involves first rewriting the stress-energy 

tensor T'^ of the wall in Cartesian coordinates so that the expressions for h and 

r derived in section 5.1 are valid. The integration will then be performed and the 

results compared with the foreknowledge that region 3 is flat. In the end, one should 

have a gauge transformation for the coordinates so that h becomes zero in the new 

coordinates. 

The reader may be uncertain as to the necessity of these calcidations. Especially 

given that one alreculy knows that the metric for region 3 is flat, gravitational radiation 

from the walls must be non-existent. For the Wcills derived above, this is certainly 

true. However, if one wishes to truncate the walls so that they cecise to exist at 

some point in time, or wishes to limit their extent in the z direction, the leick of 

symmetry that is introduced could lead to very complicated forms of the metric in 

region 3. Rather than attempt to generate these metrics from scratch, one hopes to 

utilize knowledge of the gauge transformations appropriate to the infinite wall case in 

order to guide the evzduation of gravitational waves that coidd be generated by such 

truncated Wcills. These walls of finite extent are discussed in chapter 6 as a possible 

future study. 
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5.1 Gravitational Radiation 

This is an overview of commonly known info on linearizing gravitational theory. It is 

a synthesis of material from [72], [44], [39], and [69]. 

The concept of gravitational radiation is similar to the concept of electromagnetic 

radiation. In the latter case, one looks for solutions to Maxwells's equations for 

electromagnetism which are self propagating. The dynsunic interplay of electric fields 

and magnetic fields leads to a wave which Cein pass through a vaxruum. Since Maxwell's 

equations are linecir, these solutions are easy to find. Among the solutions are plane 

waves and spherical waves which propagate at the speed of light. 

The problem with finding cinalogous solutions in genercd relativity is the inherent 

non-linearity of the field equations. If there is any source of energy located in a 

region of space-time, then the space time is cui'ved around the source, in a manner 

consistent with the field equations. However, this curvature typically leaxls to motion 

of the source, which then changes the curvature of space-time. This vicious cycle 

continues, ad in&aitmn. To get around this, one first lineskrizes the field equations 

of general relativity, generating a theory in which space-time is essenticdly flat (so 

that the metric is 77^) but has minor perturbations. One Cem then attempt to find 

solutions to these linearized equations which propagate through space Ln the form of 

waves. 

As the reader can guess, this process has several drawbacks. The first is that the 

linearized theory is an approximation. However, this approximation has been used 

to derive many useful results, including the deflection of starlight in a gravitational 

field. The second drawback to the linearized theory of gravitationcd radiation involves 

the gauge freedom inherent to general relativity. As we will see, this gauge freedom 

can lead to solutions which appear to represent gravitational radiation, but which 

carry no energy or momentum. Thus, nothing would actually propagate through 

space-time. 
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5.1.1 Linearized Field Equations 

The essence of the linearized theory lies in the assumption that one can write the 

actual metric on space-time, g^a,, as 

Qitu — TJiu/ + hfufi 1-

Note that 77^ is the flat space, Minkowski metric. One can insert this relationship 

into the field equations and the expressions for the curvature tensor. Raising and 

lowering of indices is carried out through and 77^. Terms of magnitude \h^ or 

higher cire dropped for standard linear theory. The resulting expressions for the Ricci 

tensor are shown below. If one aJlows for terms of order \h\^ then the Ricci tensor is 

modified by an expression proportional to which is shown below. This term will 

be necessary in order to derive an expression for the part of the stress-energy tensor 

due to gravitation itself (see section 5.3.) For details on the csdculations, see any of 

the standard references on general relativity, especially those listed at the start of this 

section. 

= 5 (ftiU - - '•U + 1="'^) (5-2) 

~ 2^ ^FTU^K HXK,FU/ "H ) 

+\(2K^ - KJihl, + h.%^ - h'^,) (5.3) 

- jCi.k.A + W - Aw)(fc;/ + h'J- - Ai,') 

Using these expressions, the field equations Ccua then be written down. The result

ing equations are Poisson type equations for h^, so that the solution can be written 

using Green's factions. The integration is performed over edl of space so that if the 

gauge is chosen by the condition = 0, we get 

V(X.«) = 4Gy (5.4) 
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In this expression, the term 5^ is the gravitational source term in the stress-energy 

tensor. It can be written cis 

Sfu, = Tfu/ — • (5-5) 

However, rather than deal directly with and 5^ it is often conveient to express 

the results in terms of which is related to hfu, through the expression 

hr = hr - \rrh\ (5.6) 

where is the trace of the metric perturbation. The resulting expression for 

involves only the stress-energy tensor «uid not the trace of which arises in 

equation (5.4). The resulting expression is 

«) = 4GI 

5.1.2 The Stress-Energy of Gravitation 

This section disctisses the derivation of the stress- energy tensor of the gravita

tional field itself. 

In order to compute the stress-energy tensor of the gravitational field, severed steps 

must be completed. First, one assumes that the stress-energy tensor Cein be written 

as T'^ = -h where is the stress-energy tensor arising from the matter and 

non-gravitational energy present. The term represents the first approximation to 

the stress-energy due to gravitational energy. To get a more accurate expression, 

one shoidd <u:tucdly use the linear theory to find £(i) and then use the approximation 

above as the "matter eind energy" source for finding the second approximation to 

the stress-energy of gravitation. This process can be repeated to obtain ciny order of 

approximation; however, the expressions qtdckly become unwieldy. 

Writing down the field equation for a free gravitational field (see equation (3.61) 

of [44]) and assuming that the gauge condition 

= ^ (5.8) 
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is satisfied, the resulting expression for t(i) can be written as 

+ 0{h'). (5.9) 

5.2 Calculating hfu, for Case IE 

Here we calculate h fu ,  for the case 11 walls to second order in h .  However, since 

one cdready has expressions for the stress-energy tensor of the wall, euid not of the 

gravitation itself, the expression above (5.7) will be used. As a necessary first step, 

one must convert the expression for into Ccirtesian coordinates, otherwise there 

would be no obvious way to compare the order of the metric terms. (Consider for 

example writing the metric in some arbitrary curvilinear coordinate system. The 

components of the flat space metric as well as the ChristoSel symbols would QO 

longer be constants.) 

5.2.1 Writing in Cartesian Coordinates 

This section is a brief synopsis of converting the expression for the energy momentum 

tensor of the wall, T^, written in uv coordinates into an expression written in tz so 

that the linearized theory can be applied. The result will be in terms of a Heaviside 

function, so that one can write the energy-momentum tensor as a single function, at 

least in the distributioucd sense. 

Starting with the expression for T'^ written in the {u , v )  coordinates, two as

sumptions are mcuie. First, the entire basis for calculations in the linearized theory of 

gravitation is that the fluctuations from flat space are smsdl. To this end, one must 

suppose that the value of PQ appearing in the stress-energy tensor (or equivalently q) 

is small. Second, given that the eflfects are smcdl, one czin use the inverse of the trans

formations (3.8) throughout cdl of the space-time in order to express the coordinates 

in terms of (t, z) rather than (u, v). It is obvious that none of these transformations 
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will ciffect changes in the (x, y) coordinates which have remained in Cartesian form 

throughout the derivation of the tachyon wall solutions. 

Essentially, one is working with the stress-energy tensor 

T"  =  7^  =  T{u)  =  I  <  «  <  ̂ 2  ^5  JO)  
^ 0 u  <  Ui  and U>U2 

with eill other components zero. Using the Heaviside function, H{x) ,  which is 1 for 

X > 0 and 0 for x < 0, we can write the nonzero components of the stress-energy 

tensor using 

T(u) = PQH[{U - ux){u2 - u)]. (5.11) 

In order to simplify the cirgument of the Heaviside function for transformation into 

Minkowski coordinates, one introduces the quantities 

U2 + tij 
u = , = qAu = q{u2 - ux) (5.12) 

so that 

r //2 
(5.13) r(«) = p„H - 2)' 

with all other components of equal to zero. Appljring the inverse of the transfor

mations (3.8) we have that 

= e(z^ — t^) (5.14) 

so that the resTilting non-zero components of the stress-energy tensor can be written 

in terms of 

T{z,t) = PQH (>/€(z2-t2)_u)^ . (5.15) 

For case II waUs, with e = —1, the wall does not exist before time t = ui. One only 

needs to compute the expressions for hfu, in the region between the two hcdves of the 

wall after these two halves split apart ait = ua- Thus, one considers only values of the 
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coordinates (z, t)  such that with t > 0. It should be easy to see that in 

evaluating (5.7) one must evaluate the integral over all spacc. However, the retarded 

integrand will be evaluated as a time delayed Heaviside function. Determining the 

region of integration is over which the integrand is non-zero then becomes non-trivicd. 

5.2.2 Region of Integration 

This discusses the problem with defining the region of integration for the calculation 

of in the retarded coordinates. Included is a plot of the region in figure 5.1. There 

aJso exist some spurious regions that arise algebraically, but are inconsistent. These 

are also shown in the figure. The calculations of the integral are essentially the same 

for both 6 = ±1. The calculation for case U is presented as an example. 

For e = —1, the integremd for ccdculating is retarded in time. It can be written 

as 

r^tard(^. f) r(/, ( - V(l - x*)' + (» - l/y + (z- z')') 
— + {y — y')'^ + (^ — \/(x — r')^ + (y — y')'^ + (z - z*)' 

(5.16) 

With the form for T given above, we see that the integrand is simply 

y / {x  -  x')2 + (y — 2/^)2 + (z — z')^ ^ ^ 

for values of such that the Heaviside function appearing in (5.15) is 1. Note 

that the shape and description of this region in coordinates is dependent upon the 

parameters (x, y, z, t)-the location at which the fiuctutations in the flat background 

metric are being measured. Also note that the symmetries in the x and y directions 

imply that 

y, z, t)  = ^'^(0,0, z, t) .  (5.18) 

This greatly simplifies the problem of identifying the appropriate region of integration. 

If we define the region of of (z*, if) coordinates where the integrand is non-zero as 
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D(z , t )  (since it depends on the parameters z  and t )  the fluctuations in the metric 

can be written as 

One can now take advantage of the cylindrical symmetry which is present in the (x, y) 

plane by rewriting the integral in polar cylindrical coordinates (let = (a/)^ + 

Since the reslting integrand is independent of the angular coordinate, and the integral 

is performed in all directions, the fluctuations become 

hr{z , t )  =  SicGPo f  [  . - ^ drdz'. (5.20) 
J  JD{z , t )  y /T^  +  (2  — Z 'Y  

The region of integration D{z ,  t )  can simplified (as can the integrand) by defining 

a new coordinate (1 = z! — z. The result is 

£>(z.t) = |(C.r)^-[V(« + \/S^^)^-(C + ^?-a %o| (5.21) 

which is equivalent to the expression 

D{z,t) = |(C,r) ui < \J[t + C2)2 - (C + zY < U2I • 

The integrcd becomes 

h"{z , t )  =  8 ' i rGPo  f  f  - r=^==drdC.  (5.23) 
J  JD{z , t )  V ^ 

The graph below illustrates the region of integration, D(z ,  t ) ,  for values of 2 ajid 

t which are in region 3. The shaded region represents the actual integration region. 

This graph was obtained by graphing the level curves / = 0, / = wi, «ind f = U2 for 

the function 

/(C, r) = v'(t+\/;^+F)^-(C + ^f (5.24) 

and ignoring the spurious solutions when the contours are written as r = r{0. Note 

that the region is symmetric with respect to r = 0, but that since r is a radial 

(5.22) 
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spurious solutions 

... . f is undefined 

fisundefined fLo 

h«e / ^ 

f = U i  

f - U y  

FIGURE 5.1. Region of integration for = h^. The shaded region represents the 
region for which Ui < / < ui- The lines shown au'e contours of the function /(r,^). 

coordinate, one can only consider r > 0. Otherwise, the integral above would be zero 

since the integrand is odd with respect to r and the region is even with respect to r. 

For r > 0, the curve /(C, r) = k is given by 

= rtiC) = yj - V^+{C + zf] (5.25) 

The maximum of /(CJ'") occurs at the origin, with a value of y/t"^ — which is 

greater than uj since one considers only the points {z,t) in region 3. The contour 

f = k crosses the r = 0 axis at values of C given by 

C±{k)  t ± Z 
= ± 

t ± z 
(5.26) 

Thus, the region of integration can be formally broken into three subregions; 

D(z, t )  =  Di ( z ,  t )  +  £>2(2, t )  +  D3(Z,  t )  
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where 

Di{z , t )  = |(C, 

D2{z,t) = |(C, 

Dz{z,t) = |(C. 

I 0 < r < r„,(C),C-(«i) < C < C-(w2) 

T'uaCC) < »• < r„j(C),C-(w2) < C < C+(«2) 

0 < r < r„,(C), C+(«2) < C < C+(«i) 

} •  

I 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

When the integration is performed, one must be careftd to consider the regions where 

produces |x|. As it turns out, throughout the region of integration, the quantity 

t — \/ui + (C + which appears in the integration is always positive for values of 

(z, t) in region 3, and for C inside Z)i(z, t). The end result of the integration is the 

following, rather messy function. 

STTGPO 
_ «2- ln(2) + In 

t — z 
t-\- z 

2tz{y^ — ul) 
t ^ - z ^  

+ izjfl roi!±il _ i 
(t + z)2 [ (t-z)2 8. 

+ 3^^ ]_ [(« - zf + ul] yj4uf(t - z)2 + [(t - 2)2 + (5.30) 

- 3^^ ~ + [(i - + "2]^ 

-

(t - zY + y-1 + — z)2 -i- [(t - z)2 + u2]2 
{t + 2)2 + ul 

(t - z)'^ + - zY + [(f - 2)2 + u|]2 
(f + 2)2 + 

It can be verified that this expression for h"{z, t) satisfies the one dimensional, linear 

wave equation, which can be written as 

Oh'" = 
af̂ Ti" dî ĥ  d̂ h' 

= 0. (5.31) 
dx^dxx dt^ dz^ 

The process of verification is lengthy and will not be reproduced here, although Maple 

V, version 5, can be (and has been) used to check the ccdculations. In recility, one 
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must only check the second and third terms of equation (5.30), since the first term is 

constant (and thus trivially satisfies the one dimensional linear wave equation) and 

the rest are seen to be easily put into the form /(£ — z) + g{t + 2), D'Alembert's 

solution to the wave equation. 

5.2.3 Comparison of the Results 

This presents the end result for the fact that it must satisfy the wave equation, 

and the fact that since region 3 is fiat, we must get no grav. radiation in this region. 

Prom the form of one knows that the resulting form of must be 

\ 0  0  0  0 /  

where is given by the formula above (5.30). One must now find the correct 

expressions for which is given in terms of by 

/ 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

One can easily verify that = 2^" so that 

/ 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 -h"' ) 

(5.34) 

so that = —2h^. Using (5.2) one calculates that the only non-zero components of 

«ire 

The only terms of the Ricci tensor to second order in h sure (using (5.3)) 

(5.36) 
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and the stiess-energy tensor of gravitation is found through (5.9) to be zero, regard

less of the exact expression for h^. Thus, to second order in h, there is no energy 

carried by the gravitational waves that appecir to be caused by the passage of the 

tachyon Wctlls. Expression (5.30) seems to indicate that there is gravitational leidia-

tion present in region 3. However, the form of the actual metric in region 3 shows 

that the region is flat, so that there cannot be gravitational radiation. The lack of 

energy carried by these "waves" verifies this result. This implies that there exists 

a coordinate treinsfonnation which will take the non-zero expression (5.30) to zero, 

while maintaining the other results. This gauge transformation is discussed in the 

next section. 

5.3 Gauge Transformations 

In light of the previous section, we know that there exists a gauge transformation 

that will take h to zero. This indicates that the supposed gravitationcil radiation 

due to non-zero h in fact carries no energy or momentum. This section will present 

the gauge transformations that will take h to zero, as preparation for possible future 

work, in which these transformations will help determine whether the tachyon walls 

of finite extent produce gravitational radiation. 

If one applies a coordinate transformation of the form 

x"' = x^-|-/?''(x) (5.37) 

the previous results will produce a change in of the form 
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This leads to the three coupled partial differential equations 

0 

IS- (5.39) 

lr« 
-5" 

which come directly &om the gauge condition above (5.38) when = 0. The 

other equations in the gauge condition immediately give = Py = 0. The last two 

equations can be added together and the resulting equation can be combined with the 

first equation by applying further partial derivatives. One immediately finds that the 

appropriate coordinate transformations in z and t must satisfy the one dimensioned 

wave equation, so that 

= /i(t --z) + 

Pzix) = /2(« --z) + +-j). 

However, the PDEs above lead to conditions on the fi and gi. Rather than being 

entirely arbitrary, one finds that /i = /z + ci and gi = —gz + cj where Ci and ca axe 

constants. One can then insert the gauge trcinsformations into the expression for h"' 

eind set the result to zero in order to find farther conditions on the functions fi ajid 

and the constants Ci and C2. 

dz dt 

dt 

dz 
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Chapter 6 

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have presented and explored two new solutions to the field equations 

of general relativity. These solutions are among the few solutions which represent 

the gravitational field of an extended body made of tachyonic material. One of the 

previous solutions, that of Peres, requires negative pressure inside of a material body 

(see appendix D) and is considered unphysical. The other solutions, such as those 

presented by Ray [50] or Maccallum [32] involve a universe filled with a tachyonic 

dust. That is to say, these are solutions in which the entire universe is filled with a 

perfect fluid which has zero isotropic pressure emd aon-zero density, and for which 

each of the individucd particles of dust have space-like momenta. 

The solutions presented in chapter 3 cind explored in detail in chapters 4 and 

5 represent material objects whose individual consituents are tachyons, but which 

(a) require no negative pressures, and (b) do not fill the entirety of space-time. As 

such, these walls could be distributed throughout the universe, playing a part in the 

physical dynamics of objects from the scale of molecules up to galaxies ajid clusters 

of galaxies. Moreover, by studying the geodesies of material pckrticles and photons 

in the space-time metrics generated by these waUs, we have seen that there are no 

physic2kl singulzirities and that various interactions with such Wcdls are possible. For 

particles at rest, the walls tend to focus these objects toward z = 0 by giving them a 

momentzim boost. This boost could help stabilize objects which aire in fact composed 

of separate material bodies (such as galactic clusters and their constituent galaxies.) 

This stabilizing property should be futher investigated in order to determine whether 

an interaction with such a tachyon wall could provide the stability necessary to explain 

the dyncunics in such objects. Currently, galactic clusters are thought to be stabilized 
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by a halo of dark matter surrounding the entire cluster (see [46].) 

Further, it has been shown that a pseudo-galaxy interacting with a type 11 tachyon 

wall will develop transient spiral structures. Because of the simplicity of the simu

lations performed, one can expect little more than transient structures, since the 

self-gravitation of the galas^ has been virtually neglected in order to speed up com

putations. As a result, these gcilaxies will eventually repeat their motions, returning 

to the pre-interaction configurations which showed no spiral structures. However, the 

spired structures do persist for severed full rotations of the galaxy. It hais also been 

shown that the space-time that exists after the tachyon walls is truly flat space-time 

and that no gravitational radiation is generated by these objects. Although the cal

culation of gravitational radiation was only carried out in case II, neither type of wall 

generates gravitationed radiation, since region 3 is flat for both case I £tnd case II. 

Clearly, these solutions represent potentially important components of the uni

verse. The scope of these waUs is such that they eventueilly traverse either half (with 

z strictly positive or strictly negative in case I) or the entire known universe (as in 

case n.) With this type of scale in mind, such walls could greatly effect the dynamics 

of the imiverse. Clearly, there are m«uiy concepts related to these solutions which 

have yet to be explored. A short discussion of several of these areas is given below. 

One area that has not been investigated is the subject of how such tachyon walls 

eire physically created. For example, the well known Schwcirzschild solution (appendix 

C) is the result of stellar collapse. In [64], Srivastava discusses the possibility that 

ordinary (that is non-rotating, neutrally charged) black holes could generate planeir 

waves with space-like momenta. At the present, one theory of galactic structure 

states that the central bulge of a sprial galaxy is composed of a large number of 

super-massive black holes. If these black holes emit tachyons in such a way that a 

tachyon wall is formed, this would lead to galaxy and wall interaictions such as those 

discussed in section 4.5. Clearly, the subject of the creation of such walls should be 

investigated. 
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6.1 Stability of the Tachyon Walls 

The wall solutions presented in chapter 3 have a very specific energy euid momentum 

tensor. In fact, it is not difficult to see (as shown in section 6.4) that making 'P" 

non-zero allows for non-zero A{u) which could change the phase-space distribution of 

the tachyons in the walls. It is also important to note that the tachyons comprising 

these walls are treinscendent tachyons, having infinite speed. 

In order to prove the viability of these solutions in general, one should consider 

more general tachyons, rather than simply the transcendent variety. One should also 

look at what the effect of perturbations in the phase-space distribution will do to 

the resulting structures. It may be that such questions of stability will show that 

the walls collapse under very mild perturbations. However, the author believes this 

to be unlikely, since each small piece of a case 11 wall is causally separated firom the 

other components of the wall. At least in case 11, the perturbations (which should 

propagate at the speed of light) would fall behind the speed of the tcichyons and 

indeed the wall itself, since the wall is traveling superluminaUy. In fact, the causal 

sepeiration of the components of a case II wall presents serious concerns for the entire 

concept of stability. 

6.2 Walls in the Early Universe 

The nature of the case I solutions shows that they must exist (at least in the form 

presented here) for infinite time. This would imply the existence of such walls during 

the expansion epoch of the universe immediately following the big bang. Given that 

the standard cosmological model is the Robertson-Walker metric (2.10), one should 

really solve the field equations for the tachyon walls in light of the fact that in this 

metric, the individual tachyons of the walls follow geodesies in the metric (2.10). 

These geodesies have been investigated by Narlikar and Sudarshein [43]. They show 

that these geodesic paths turn back in time, indicating that tachyons created during 
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the big beuig were created in tachyon-antitachyon pairs, which annhilate at some point 

in the future of the big bang. 

Case n walls exist from a certain time t = u\ until the end of the universe in 

the standard form presented herein, if the universe is closed, one should replace the 

assumptions on the momenta of the tachyons in the gas of the wall (2.11) with the 

proper description of the geodesic paths that tachyons would follow in the universe. 

Then, as the universe collapses, one could study the result of the collapse on the 

tachyon WciUs, through expressions similar to those for tachyons in the Robertson-

Walker universe reported by Narlikar and Sudarshan [43]. It is interesting to note 

that the case II solutions can be made (through time reflection symmetry) to exist 

from the beginning of the universe until the time t = ui < 0. In this case, it would 

also be useful to study these solutions based on the Robertson-Walker geodesies from 

the beginning of time. 

6.3 Interactions of Walls with Extended Objects 

The computer simulations nm for this paper were exceedingly simple models of galax

ies, which received a single, instantaneous boost from interacting with a tachyon wall. 

The self-attreiction of the stars in these galaxies WEts ignored, because of the computa

tional intensity cissociated with accurate galeictic models. (These calculations essen

tially run at order N log N where N is the number of stcirs in the galaxy. This becomes 

a truly staggering number of computations for realistic galaxy sizes on the order of 

10^ or more stars, rather than the 500 stars used here.) Such simulations should 

be run at some point in the future in order to see if the trcinsient spiral structures 

produced by such treecode gcdactic simulations could be stabilized. To date, this has 

proven impossible using ordinary gravitational dynamics. Similar calcidations could 

be performed to follow the progress of clusters of galaxies and other structures which 

are composed of discrete objects. 
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It would also be interesting to follow the progress of a perfect fluid through a wall. 

One could begin by investigating the resulting pressure and temperature changes in 

a sheet of fluid, eind then progress to studying the effects of wzdls on spherically 

sjrmmetric bodies of fluid, ff such spheres of fluid are exploded or imploded by the 

wails, then one observational test for the existence of these tachyon walls would be 

to locate a star (or stellar remnant) which is (or has in the past) exploded before 

reaching the theoretical end of its life cycle. 

6.4 More General Metrics 

Rather than restricting ourselves to the class of metrics of the form (3.10) one could 

allow for other forms. One that has been attempted is 

Thus, if is zero, then the last of these equations implies that A{u) is constant. 

The middle equation then illustrates that 7^* = 0 as well. On the other hand, if 

is non-zero, then the middle equation illustrates that is non-zero as well. This 

coupling of T*"" and has mcide it difficult to find other, more generad solutions to 

the field equations so far. It may be that such solutions could be determined through 

perturbation methods, where the expansion is based on the momenta of the tachyons 

in the Wedl. 

ds^ = e{D{u)dv^ — du?) — A{u){dx^ 4- dy^). (6.1) 

The field equations in this case are 
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One technique for guiding these cedcnlations would be to write the general metric 

(3.10) in the coordinates utilized in the more general forms found in the literature 

(see [30], for exctmple.) One should also genereilize the stress-energy tensor by writing 

it in these coordinates and then determine a generalization to the new coordinates 

of the momenta and masses of the tachyons of the gets inside the tachyon wall. Once 

this is carried out, a solution to the field equations can be sought. 
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Appendix A 

NOTATIONAL CONVENTIONS 

This appendix is inclnded in order to clarify the notational conventions used in the 

present work. As in most relativity texts or papers, we utilize the Einstein sununation 

convention. That is, repeated indices, one of which is covcLriant eind one of which is 

contravarieint^, indicates a summation over the appropriate raoige of integers. Greek 

indices nm from 0... 3 and Latin indices run from 1... 3. Thus, we have 
3 3 

= and = (A.l) 
11=0 t=l 

Space-time will be represented as a four dimensional manifold. The manifold is 

also tckken to be Hausdorff, connected and paracompact. In practice, this allows one 

to define coordinate charts on open neighborhoods of the manifold, For our purposes, 

the mcinifold will loccdly have the structure of R*. In describing tensor objects on 

sp«ice-time, the index 0 will refer to time-like components or coordinates, and the 

indices 1, 2, 3 will refer to the three indepenedent spatial directions. Further, the 

metric is of Lorentz signature, so that in flat space, as well as loccdly, the metric 

tensor can be denoted by •q^u- The components of this tensor are given by 

/ I D  0  0  \  
0 - 1 0  0  
0  0 - 1 0  

\ 0 0 0 -1 

so that the Minkowski metric can be written as 

Vftu — (A.2) 

ds^ — (dx^)^ — {dx^Y ~ ~ (A.3) 

The usued interpretation of these coordinates is maintained, so that = t, x^ = x, 

= y, suid x^ = z. 

^Covariant indices are lowered indices, while contravariant indices are raised. 
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More general metrics can be written as ds^ = where the components 

of the metric tensor g are functions of the coordinates x'*. Chstnges in coordinates 

eire acheived by defining x** = z''(z^). The new metric tensor can then be written as 

dx" dxP 

The inverse of the metric tensor is a completely symmetric second rank contravariant 

tensor with components g'^ such that gp^g^" = 5^, where ^ = \ fi = u and 0 

otherwise. 
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Appendix B 

GENERAL RELATIVITY 

The theory of general relativity is a geometric description of gravitation. The bztsic 

equation of general relativity is the field equation presented by Einstein^. This field 

equation is essentially of the form (the constant G is the empirically determined 

Newton's gravitationcd constant) 

geometry of space-time = 8TG(distribution of matter and energy). 

In this theory, the universe is taken to be a four dimensional manifold. For cosmo-

logical reasons (described in detail in [23]) the manifold is taken to be connected, 

Hausdorff, and paracompact. It is also assumed that locally on the majiifold, there 

exist inertia! coordinates so that the metric which specifies the geometry of space-time 

Cckn be written as the Minkowski metric. 

The geometry, specifically the curvature, of space-time is thoroughly described 

through the Einstein tensor which has components 

Gfu/  — Rfu/  2^/"''^ (®"^) 

where R = HJJ. (Occassioneilly this tensor has another term, based on the cosmological 

constant, but this is ignored in the present work.) It has been shown by Lovelock 

(see [31]) that this is the most general second rank tensor which Ccin be formed bcised 

on the metric tensor cind its first and second derivatives. Appearing in the relation 

above is the Ricci curvature tensor, which is the contraction Reimann 

curvature tensor given by 

Rx/ofK — 2 QitVyicX ~ 9^,IW + 5<t#t,Ai/] + 9v<^ • (®-2) 

^See Einstein's disctission in [15]. 
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In this expression, lowered indices appearing after a comma indicate cin ordinary 

derivative with respect to that coordinate (ie. = g^-) The Christoffel symbol 

(or affine connection) is not a tensor. In components, 

^f iv  ~  2^^*^ "t" • (B.3) 

This non-tensor allows for the definition of a covariant derivative. This is needed 

because ordinary derivatives do not transform as tensors. The covariant derivative of 

a tensor with respect to x" is denoted A^. 

By defining the notion of parallel transport along a space-time path, one conceives 

of the curvature tensor Rxfu,K ^ ̂  measure of the failure of covariant partial derivatives 

to commute. There are certain paths in space-time, however, along which partial 

derivatives do commute. These geodesies are defined by pcircdlel transporting the 

tangent vector, T''*, of a path (through the covariant derivative) and setting the result 

to zero: 

^ + r'^r*T^ = 0. (B.4) 

For a path parameterized by the affine pcirameter as x'*(s) (where s can be proper time 

r for particles) the tangent vector is simply the velocity vector: jds. Thus, 

the geodesies eire the solutions to the four, coupled, nonlinear ordinary difFerenticJ 

equations: 

These geodesies represent the paths that free particles follow in spcice-time. This is 

contrajy to the notion of gravitational motion present in Newtonian gravity where 

free particles have zero acceleration. In general relativity, free particles are those 

which follow the geodesies in space-time. There is no gravitational force in general 

relativity. Rather, free motion is due to the presence of matter which warps of space-

time, so that '^on-accelerating" paths are geodesies. It is also possible to show (see 

section 3.3 of [71]) that geodesies are extremal paths in space-time. 
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The right hand side of the field equation above describes the distribution of mass 

cind energy throughout space-time. This is accomplished via the stress-energy tensor 

which is a second rank, symmetric tensor. (To see that it is necessarily symmetric, 

note that is symmetric.) The fall field equation can then be written as 

Giti, — —8TGT^. (B-6) 

This represents a system of sixteen nonlinear, second order partial differential equa

tions. However, due to the symmetries inherent in the equations, there eire only ten 

equations which are independent. The number of equations Ccin be further reduced 

by insisting on the gauge condition 

divT*^ = =0. (B.7) 

This condition can be interpreted through Guass's theorem as stating that the flux 

of energy «ind momentum (represented by T) through einy closed surface is zero. As 

such, this represents the conservation law for energy and momentum. Note that if the 

right hand side of (B.6) is subject to the gauage condition (B.7) then the left hand 

side, ctnd hence the Einstein tensor, must also satisfy this gauge condition. 

Many general relativistic studies are Ccirried out using the stress-energy tensor for 

a perfect fluid. Perfect fluids have a diagonalized stress-energy tensor which can be 

written 

= (p -I- p)U''U'' - (B.8) 

Where the fluid has a density p, a pressure p, and velocity components for the fluid 

components. The hydrodynamic equations can be written by using the conservation 

law above. For a discussion of perfect fluids and their behavior in etstrophysics, see 

[69], [60], [72], [39] or your favorite text on general relativity. The interior solution 

for tachyonic stars was derived using a perfect fluid model. However, as discussed in 

appendix D, this model is unrealistic. 
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Appendix C 

THE SCHWARZSCHILD SOLUTION 

The Schwarzschild solution to the field equations (2.12) is a vacuum solution to the 

equations. That is, = 0. The metric itself represents the most general metric 

obtained from the requirements that the metric be (a) static, and (b) isotropic. A 

proof that this metric is the most general possible appears in section 11.7 of [72] and 

goes under the name of the Birkhoff Theorem. The first requirement implies that the 

components of the metric be independent of x® = t. The second requirement csui be 

enforced by writing the Minkowski metric in sphericcd coordinates, with the metric 

coefficients independent of the spatial directions ip and 6: 

dt^ = B{r)dt^ — A{r)dr^ — r^d9^ — sin^ dd(p^. (C.l) 

The solution is then obtained from computing the Ricci tensor for this metric and 

then insisting on the space being empty through = 0. In the end, the exterior 

Schwarzschild solution is derived 

dr^ — r^{dd + sin d(p ). (C.2) 

Note that the metric has singularities as r 2MG. This radius is known as 

the Schwarzschild radius. The solution (C.2) is valid only for r greater than the 

Schwarzschild reidius. However, it is possible to show that the failure of this solution 

at the Schwarzschild radius is only a coordinate, eind not a physical singularity where 

gravitational tidal forces would rip a matericd body apart. For details on this, see 

any standcurd text on relativity, such as [72] or [60]. 

The constant of integration M appearing in the solution can be taken to represent 

the mass of the object (star or other spherically symmetric object) which is generating 

the space-time curvature. The density of most material objects is low enough that 

2MG' 
D̂  — 

2MG' -1 
DR̂  

T T 
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the Schwarzschild radius is actually inside the object, where the solution also fails to 

apply (since T'^ is non-zero inside the object.) In order to derive cin interior solution 

which is valid inside the object, one Ccin assume that the density and pressure of the 

object is constant inside the radius, RQ of the object. One then matches the boundeiry 

conditions at r = i2o in order to find expressions for the constants of integration which 

appear. Schutz [60] discusses this solution in detail. 
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Appendix D 

THE PROBLEM WITH TACHYONIC STARS 

In his 1971 paper, Schulmcin [59] reports a solution to the field equations which 

represents both cin interior solution and cin exterior solution for a spcice-time which is 

generated by a tachyon. The exterior solution is similax in form to the Schwarzschild 

solution (see appendix C) and is identical to the tachyon fields reported by severed 

other authors (see [47] and [12].) The solution can be written in the {RyZ,0,tp) 

coordinates as 

ds^ = (1 - 2m/R)-^dR^ - (1 - 2mlR)d:^ - R\d0^ + sinh^0dip\ (D.l) 

This solution does have coordinate singularities (see [12] for extensions past the sin

gularity) on a spcLce-like hypersurface R = 2m. This is simileir to the Schwcirzschild 

rcuiius for ordinary material. However, this is a vacuum solution eind represents the 

space-time outside of the material body which causes the curvature. 

For an interior solution, Schulman reports 

ds^ = (1-1- %-kpqI^IZ)~^dl^ — [>l -H £?(1 -h lZ)^^'^^dz^ 

-R\dl3^ + sinh2/32rf^2) p 2) 

Dr. Cocke has also derived a simileir solution. Boundary conditions can be used to 

determine the constants A, E and pQ. These conditions are matched on the surface 

R = RQ which marks the exterior boimdary of the material body. The boundary 

conditions which Schulman utilizes cire that must be continuous ai R = RQ (this 

relates the terms in the two metrics above) eind that Qfu, must be continuous aX R = 0 

through relation of the interior metric and the flat space metric ds^ = dR"^ — dz^ — 

R^dp^ + sinb^ (3d(p^). Scuhlman does not maintciin continuity of the first derivatives 

of the metric, and in fact, if one attempts to enforce that be continuous, one has 
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an overdetennined system of equations for po, A, E. Schulmcin's boundeiry conditions 

provide 

One then inunediately sees that Schulman has an interior matericd density which is 

negative. This alone should be considered unphysical. Dr. Cocke has shown [9] 

that if one considers the interior solution as representing a perfect fluid, so that 

Tfu, = {p+P)U^Uv — Pg^, then the interior pressure, P, of the tachyonic materials is 

also negative. This leaves the domain wall solutions presented in the present work as 

the only solutions to the field equations which represent material objects composed 

of a distribution of tachyons, in which the tcU±yons do not completely fill the known 

universe (such as the dust solutions of Foster and Ray [18].) 

E  =  l - A .  (D.3) 
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